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We consider two basic potential theoretic problems in Riemannian manifolds:
Hodge decompositions and Maxwell’s equations. Here we are concerned with
smoothness and integrability assumptions. In the context of Lp forms in Lipschitz
domains, we show that both are well posed provided that 2− e < p < 2+e, for some
e > 0, depending on the domain. Our approach is constructive (in the sense that we
produce integral representation formulas for the solutions) and emphasizes the
intimate connections between the two problems at hand. Applications to other
related PDEs, such as boundary problems for the Hodge Dirac operator, are also
presented. © 2002 Elsevier Science (USA)
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1. INTRODUCTION
Hodge’s seminal work on harmonic integrals in the 1930s (cf. [15]) has
had a lasting influence and profound implications in analysis. One specific
direction, potential theory in Riemannian manifolds (with boundary),
involves the study of natural boundary problems for the Hodge Laplacian.
When all structures involved are smooth these problems turn out to be
regular elliptic; thus the powerful machinery of pseudodifferential
operators and Caldero´n–Zygmund theory applies.
On the other hand, relaxing the smoothness hypotheses can fundamentally
alter the very nature of the problems under discussion and new techniques
have to be developed to deal with the emergent difficulties. For example, in
the presence of boundary irregularities the relevant operators may fail to be
pseudodifferential and, typically, can only be described in terms of singular
integrals.
One approach which avoids some of these problems and which has been
successfully employed by a number of authors in the 1950s [1, 5, 7, 13, 14,
22, 35–38] is based on calculus of variations. The most relaxed smoothness
assumptions are due to C. B. Morrey; he requires a metric tensor whose
coefficients are only Lipschitz continuous but the boundary of the domain
has to be of class C1, 1.
More recent developments include [28] where such classical issues have
been tackled from the modern perspective of Caldero´n’s program. Origi-
nating in Caldero´n’s pioneering work in the late 1950s and early 1960s, the
trademark of this program is the systematic use of harmonic analysis
techniques in order to obtain sharp results in PDEs. A broader survey of
related developments, up to the early 1990s, is to be found in Kenig’s
book [21].
The goal of this paper is to continue the line of research initiated in [28]
with a special emphasis on Hodge theory and Maxwell’s equations in
Lipschitz subdomains of Riemannian manifolds, which are two intimately
interrelated topics.
The main question that we address is that of the effectiveness of the
method of layer potentials in combination with or as a substitute for the
variational approach to global PDEs (as arising in, e.g., the context of
Hodge theory; cf. [36]). The attractive features of the integral equation
method are its constructiveness (which in some circumstances allows for a
better understanding of the finer properties of solutions) and its adapta-
bility to situations when nonsmooth, non-Hilbert structures (such as
Lipschitz boundaries, nonsmooth metric tensors, Lp data) are present.
In its classical form (cf., e.g., [41, 44] and the references therein) the
Hodge decomposition theorem states that if W is a smooth subdomain of a
smooth, compact Riemannian manifold M, then any smooth differential
form u in W can be decomposed as
u=da+db+c, (1.1)
where a, b, c are smooth differential forms in W, two of which have a
vanishing normal or tangential component on “W, and so that dc=dc=0.
Here d is the exterior differential operator and d its formal adjoint. One
convenient approach to (1.1) is to let c be the projection of u on the space
of so-called harmonic fields and to take a :=dGu, b :=dGu. In this
scenario, G is defined as the inverse of D, the Hodge–Laplacian, with
suitable boundary conditions in W (such as relative or absolute boundary
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conditions; cf. [41]). Lp estimates for a and b then follow from the
observation that Gu solves a regular elliptic BVP (i.e., an elliptic boundary
value problem satisfying the Lopatinski condition). Such an approach is
developed in, e.g., [40, 41].
If all structures involved are smooth then G is a pseudodifferential
operator of order −2. In particular, with H s, p denoting the usual class of
Lp-based Sobolev spaces,
G, dG, dG: L2(W)QH1, 2(W), (1.2)
ddG, ddG: L2(W)Q L2(W) (1.3)
are bounded operators and, moreover, L2 can be replaced by Lp, 1 < p
<.; cf. [37]. In this context, a natural issue is to investigate the extent to
which (1.2)–(1.3) remain valid if “W is allowed to have irregularities.
A first result which stands in sharp contrast with the situation for
smooth domains described above is as follows. Assume thatM is equipped
with a Riemannian metric tensor with coefficients in H2, r for some
r > dimM. Also, let W ıM be a Lipschitz domain, i.e., a domain whose
boundary can be described in local coordinates by means of graphs
of Lipschitz functions. Under these assumptions, we prove that the
corresponding Green operator satisfies
G, dG, dG: L2(W)QH1/2, 2(W) (1.4)
and the exponent 1/2 is optimal in the class of all Lipschitz domains. The
Lp-analogue of (1.4) is
G, dG, dG: Lp(W)Q B1/p, p*p (W), 2− e < p < 2+e, (1.5)
where e=e(W) > 0, B s, qp (W) is the class of Besov spaces on W, and,
throughout the paper, pg :=max{p, 2}. It should be pointed out, however,
that with an additional convexity assumption on the domain W, (1.2)
remains valid even if “W is only Lipschitz. See Section 6 for a more precise
statement.
Going further, (1.3) continues to hold for arbitrary Lipschitz subdo-
mains of the manifold M as simple Hilbert space methods show, but the
case p ] 2 is considerably more challenging and subtle. In this paper we
prove that for any Lipschitz domain W ıM there exists e=e(W) > 0 so
that
ddG, ddG: Lp(W)Q Lp(W) (1.6)
are bounded for each 2− e < p < 2+e. While deciding the optimal range of
validity for (1.6) in general remains an open problem for the moment, in
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the class of Lipschitz domains there are necessary restrictions. For
example, the recent work in [10, 33] shows that for any p ¨ [3/2, 3], there
exists a Lipschitz domain W with dimension \ 3 so that the aforementioned
operators are not bounded in Lp(W), even at the level of 1-forms (or vector
fields). Note that, in particular, these counterexamples prove that the
operators ddG and ddG are not of Caldero´n–Zygmund type if “W contains
irregularities.
Our strategy for proving the results mentioned above is to express the
Green operator G in terms of explicit integral operators and inverses of
boundary singular integral operators (SIO’s) of Caldero´n–Zygmund type.
The lack of an algebra structure or that of a symbolic calculus for such
SIOs in the nonsmooth setting complicates matters and is responsible for
some of the limitations alluded to before.
A brief outline of the main steps involved in this program is as follows:
L2-Hodge theory of finite L2-energy theory of finite Lp-energy Lp-HodgeS S S
theory Maxwell’s equations Maxwell’s equations theory.
We elaborate on this scheme below. To begin with, recall that at the level
of differential forms, Maxwell’s system in W reads
(Maxwell) ˛dE−ikH=0 in W,dH+ikE=0 in W,
nNE=prescribed on “W,
(1.7)
where k (the so-called wave number) is a fixed complex parameter,
n ¥ T gM is the unit conormal to “W, and N is the usual exterior product of
forms. The (global) L2-energy of a solution (E, H) is given by
FF
W
[|E|2+|H|2] dVol, (1.8)
where dVol is the volume element on M. See, e.g., [6, Vol. I, pp. 96–97;
Vol. III, p. 240; 2, p. 68; 41, Vol. I, p. 169]. Its finiteness simply indicates
that E, H ¥ L2(W). Finite L2-energy solutions of (1.7) are defined
analogously, replacing the L2 norm by the Lp norm.
Now, the L2 Hodge theory on Lipschitz domains (itself a consequence of
standard variational principles) allows one to characterize the natural
boundary space, call it X2(“W), for which (1.7) is well posed in the L2
context, in an arbitrary Lipschitz domain W. A direct attack of this result
based on integral methods would have required inverting a boundary
operator of the form 12 I+Mk (where I is the identity and Mk is a certain
SIO, the so-called magnetostatic operator) in the space X2(“W), which is a
difficult task to perform directly. However, having disposed first of the L2
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well-posedness of (1.7) enables us to reverse the process and prove the
former as a consequence of the latter (reverse engineering). The main tool
we use to accomplish this goal, that is, the invertibility of the operator
1
2 I+Mk on X
2(“W), is an ad-hoc adaptation and extension of what has
been occasionally called Rellich type estimates; see, e.g., [21] and the
references therein for a presentation of this technique in more classical
circumstances. Here we also make essential use of invertibility results for
the operator 12 I+Mk on (appropriate subspaces of) L
2(“W), first proved
in [28] and which we recall in Section 2.
Next, we observe that there is actually a more general class of spaces
{Xp(“W)}1 < p <. on which the magnetostatic operator is well defined,
linear, and bounded. At this stage, we would like to use some well-known
stability results (cf. [20] for a discussion) in order to conclude that
the operator 12 I+Mk is invertible on X
p(“W) for |2−p| < e. (1.9)
For this segment in our analysis to work, we need to prove that
{Xp(“W)}1 < p <. is a complex interpolation scale ; i.e.,
[Xp0(“W), Xp1(“W)]h=Xp(“W), 0 < h < 1, 1/p :=(1−h)/p0+h/p1.
(1.10)
Thus, we run into a so-called subspace interpolation problem which is not
straightforward since there is no standard way to handle such an issue.
Having dealt with (1.10) we then retrace our steps (cf. the discussion in
the L2 setting from the previous paragraph) and, armed with (1.9), we now
prove the well-posedness of Maxwell’s system (1.7) in the class of forms of
finite Lp-energy in arbitrary Lipschitz domains if |p−2| is small. This result
also turns out to be the right ingredient for developing a constructive
Hodge theory in the Lp context. In fact, the cycle is continued by returning
to (1.7) and using Lp-Hodge theory in order to solve the ‘‘full’’ Lp-Poisson
problem associated with the Maxwell system.
The plan of the paper is as follows. Section 2 contains basic definitions
and notation, as well as a collection of preliminary results. Among other
things, here we recall some of the main results from [28, 32] regarding the
nature of the diagonal singularity of the Schwartz kernel of (D−V)−1
(where V is a suitable scalar potential used to counteract the natural topo-
logical obstructions to inverting D) and the Cauchy-like operators on
Lipschitz submanifolds of codimension one in M associated with this
kernel. This is an extension to the variable coefficient case of the Euclidean
theory from [3].
Because of our low regularity assumptions we are led to consider some
special boundary spaces of differential forms, well adapted to the problems
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we plan to solve. We do this in Section 3, where we discuss the space
Xp(“W), with W Lipschitz subdomain ofM and 1 < p <., and prove that
this is an interpolation scale for the complex method.
The study of the interplay between Maxwell’s equations and Hodge
theory is initiated in Section 4. Here we discuss finite energy solutions for
Maxwell’s equations (1.7). This is done by reducing the original system to a
boundary integral equation involving the magnetostatic operator in the
space Xp(“W). In this scenario, a key result is (1.9).
Section 5 contains an extensive discussion of the Green operators
associated with the Hodge–Laplacian and the Hodge–Dirac operator. Our
approach is constructive, i.e., based on explicit integral representation
formulas. The main novel point is to analyze the effect of nonsmooth
structures on the mapping properties of these operators, cf. also the
previous comments.
Finally, Section 6 is reserved for discussing a pleiad of decompositions of
Lp differential forms in arbitrary domains. We do this in a rather unified
way and, again, the constructive aspect is systematically emphasized.
2. BASIC DEFINITIONS, NOTATION AND
PRELIMINARY RESULTS
Let M be a smooth, oriented, connected, compact, boundaryless
manifold of real dimension m. We equipM with a metric tensor
g=C
j, k
gjk dxj é dxk, (2.1)
whose coefficients are Lipschitz continuous. As is customary, take (g jk)j, k
to be the matrix inverse to (gjk)j, k, and set g :=det[(gjk)j, k]. Also, let d Vol
denote the corresponding volume element, so that, locally, d Vol=`g dx.
Denote by TM the tangent bundle to M and by LaTM its ath exterior
power. Sections in this latter vector bundle are a-differential forms and can
be described in local coordinates (x1, ..., xm) as u=; |I|=a uI dxI. Here the
sum is performed over ordered a-tuples I=(i1, ..., ia), 1 [ i1 < i2 < · · · <
ia [ m and, for each such I, dxI :=dxi1 N · · · Ndxia . Also, the wedge stands
for the usual exterior product of forms, while |I| denotes the cardinality of I.
The Hermitian structure in the fibers on TM extends naturally to T gM
by setting Odxj, dxkPx :=g jk(x). The latter further induces a Hermitian
structure on LaTM by selecting {wI}|I|=a to be an orthonormal frame in
LaTM provided {wj}1 [ j [ m is an orthonormal frame in T gM (locally). We
denote by O · , ·P the corresponding (pointwise) inner product.
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Going further, introduce the Hodge star operator as the unique vector
bundle morphism f : LaTMQ Lm−lTM such that
uN (fu)=|u|2 dVol, -u ¥ LaTM. (2.2)
Here we regard dVol as an m-form onM, making use of the orientation we
assume M has. Then, define the interior product between a 1-form a and
an a-form u (i.e., contraction of u by a) by setting
aKu :=(−1) (a−1) m f (aNfu). (2.3)
Let d stand for the (exterior) derivative operator and denote by d its
formal adjoint (with respect to the metric introduced above). In particular,
if W is a reasonable subdomain of M with outward unit conormal
n ¥ T gM, surface measure ds, and u ¥ C1(W¯, LaTM), v ¥ C1(W¯, La+1TM),
then
FF
W
Odu, vP dVol−FF
W
Ou, dvP dVol=F
“W
OnNu, vP ds=F
“W
Ou, nK vP ds.
(2.4)
For further reference some basic properties of these objects are summarized
in the following lemma.
Lemma 2.1. For arbitrary one-forms a, b, and any a-form u, (m− a)-
form v, and (a+1)-form w, the following are true:
(1) ffu=(−1)a(m− a) u;
(2) Ou, fvP=(−1)a(m− a) Ofu, vP and Ofu, fvP=Ou, vP ;
(3) aN (aNu)=0 and aK (aKu)=0;
(4) aN (bKu)+bK (aNu)=Oa, bP u;
(5) OaNu, wP=Ou, aKwP ;
(6) f(aNu)=(−1)a aK (fu) and f(aKu)=(−1)a−1 aN (fu).
Moreover, if a is normalized such that Oa, aP=1, then also:
(7) u=aN (aKu)+aK (aNu);
(8) |aN (aKu)|=|aKu| and |aK (aNu)|=|aNu|.
Finally,
(9) dd=0, dd=0;
(10) d=(−1)m(a+1)+1 f df and fd=(−1)a df, df=(−1)a+1 f d on
a-forms.
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The Hodge Laplacian on a-forms is defined as
Da :=−(dd+dd). (2.5)
Note that Da=; j, k g jk “xj“xk+; j Pj(g) “xj+Q(g), where Pj(g) and Q(g)
are matrix-valued functions with entries depending polynomially on “agjk,
“ag jk for, respectively, |a| [ 1 and |a| [ 2. Since we want this operator to
have reasonably smooth coefficients, while at the same time trying to limit
the amount of smoothness allowed, we shall assume from now on that
the Riemannian metric tensor g has coefficients in H2, r, r > m, (2.6)
unless otherwise specified. Hereafter, H s, p will stand for the (Lp-style)
Sobolev scale of spaces. An a-form u is called harmonic if Dau=0 in the
sense of distributions.
A domain W …M is called Lipschitz provided its boundary is locally
described by graphs of Lipschitz functions. See, e.g., [32] for more on this.
Fix such a Lipschitz domain W and recall that n ¥ T gM stands for the
outward unit conormal to “W. A measurable section f: “WQ LaTM is
called tangential if nKf=0 a.e. on dW, and normal if nNf=0 on “W. We
define
Lptan(“W, LaTM) :={v ¥ Lp(“W, LaTM); nK v=0}, (2.7)
Lpnor(“W, LaTM) :={v ¥ Lp(“W, LaTM); nN v=0}, (2.8)
which are closed subspaces of Lp(“W, LaTM).
An a-form f ¥ Lptan(“W, LaTM), 1 < p <., is said to have its boundary
(exterior) co-derivative in Lp if there exists an (a−1)-form in Lp(“W,
La−1TM), which we denote by d“f, so that
F
“W
Odk, fP ds=F
“W
Ok, d“fP ds for any k ¥ C1(M, La−1TM).
(2.9)
We set
Lp, dtan (“W, LaTM) :={f ¥ Lptan(“W, LaTM); d“f ¥ Lp(“W, La−1TM)}
(2.10)
and equip it with the natural norm
||f||Lp, dtan (“W, LaTM) :=||f||Lp(“W, LaTM)+||d“f||Lp(“W, La−1TM). (2.11)
It is immediate that d“ is a local operator; i.e., supp(d“f) ı supp f for any
form f in Lp, dtan (“W, LaTM). Hence, in the smooth context, d“ is a first
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order differential operator. However, its coefficients would involve second
order derivatives of the transition functions between local charts in the
manifold “W and, hence, such a description is no longer possible if “W is
merely Lipschitz. It is precisely for circumventing this problem that we
resort to the distributional definition above. In the Euclidean setting, this
definition was first introduced in [29, 30] and subsequently utilized in
[17, 23, 25].
It is not difficult to check that
d“d“f=0 and nKd“f=0 on “W for any f ¥ Lp, dtan (“W, LaTM).
(2.12)
For f ¥ Lpnor(“W, LaTM), we define the distribution d“f by requiring that
F
“W
Odk, fP ds=F
“W
Ok, d“fP ds for any k ¥ C1(M, La+1TM).
(2.13)
Set
Lp, dnor (“W, LaTM) :={f ¥ Lpnor(“W, LaTM); d“f ¥ Lp(“W, La+1TM)},
(2.14)
equipped with the natural norm
||f||Lp, dnor (“W, LaTM) :=||f||Lp(“W, LaTM)+||d“f||Lp(“W, La+1TM). (2.15)
Analogously to (2.12), we have that
d“d“f=0 and nNd“f=0 on “W for any f ¥ Lp, dnor (“W, LaTM).
(2.16)
Let B s, qp (“W), 0 < |s| < 1, 1 < p, q <., be the usual scale of Besov spaces
on “W. As usual, we shall simplify the notation a bit when p=q and in this
case simply write B s, p(“W). In particular, the trace map
Tr: H s, p(W)Q B s−1/p, p(“W) (2.17)
is well defined and bounded for 1 < p <., 1/p < s < 1+1/p, and has a
bounded right inverse (Gagliardo’s lemma). Also, B s, qp (W), s > 0, 1 <p <.,
will denote the class of Besov spaces on W. More detailed accounts on these
matters can be found in [18, 19, 34].
Next, fix some positive, not identically zero function V ¥ C.(M). As in
[28], under the current assumptions, the operator
Da−V: H1, 2(M, LaTM)QH−1, 2(M, LaTM) (2.18)
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has an inverse, (Da−V)−1, whose Schwartz kernel, Ca(x, y), is a symmetric
double form of bidegree (a, a). In local coordinates in which the metric
tensor is given by (2.1) we can set
E0a (x−y, y) :=C 1C
j, k
gjk(y)(xj−yj)(xk−yk)2−(m−2)/2 ca(x, y) (2.19)
for appropriate C=Cm, where ca is the double form of bidegree (a, a)
given by
ca(x, y) :=˛ C|I|=a C|J|=a det((gij(y))i ¥ I, j ¥ J) dxI é dyJ, if a \ 1,
1, if a=0.
(2.20)
Note that E0a (z, y) is smooth and homogeneous of degree −(m−2) in
z ¥ Rm0{0} and C2+m in y, for some m > 0. Then define the remainder
E1a (x, y) so that
Ca(x, y)`g(y)=E0a (x−y, y)+E1a (x, y). (2.21)
Below we collect some useful estimates for E1a (x, y) and its derivatives.
They follow from Propositions 2.5 and 2.8 of [28].
Proposition 2.2. For each a ¥ {0, 1, ..., m}, the remainderE1a(x, y) satisfies
|N jxN
k
yE
1
a (x, y)| [ C |x−y|−(m−3+j+k), (2.22)
for each j, k ¥ {0, 1}.
To be more exact, this estimate has been obtained in [28] with
m−3+j+k+e in place of m−3+j+k where e > 0 is as small as we want.
However, one can get rid of e by working in the context of Morrey spaces
and invoking the results in [42]. We owe this observation to Michael
Taylor.
In the following, we shall also need information about the commutators
between d, d on the one hand and the forms Ca(x, y) on the other hand.
This is made precise in the proposition below, which is taken from
Section 6 of [28].
Proposition 2.3. There exists a double form Ra(x, y) of bidegree
(a, a+1) so that
Ra ¥ C1+mloc ((M×M0diag) 2 {(x, y); x ¨ supp dV}), some m > 0,
|N jxN
k
yRa(x, y)| [ C |x−y|−(m−4+j+k), 0 [ j, k [ 1,
(2.23)
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and so that
dx(Ca+1(x, y))=dy(Ca(x, y))+Ra(x, y). (2.24)
Let us point out that Ra(x, y) — 0 if the potential V is constant.
Analogously, we have
dx(Ca(x, y))=dy(Ca+1(x, y))+Qa(x, y), (2.25)
where Qa(x, y) is a double form of bidegree (a+1, a) which exhibits a
similar behavior; in fact Qa(x, y)=−Ra(y, x). Once again, Qa(x, y) — 0 if
the potential V is constant.
Next, denote by Sa the single layer potential operator on “W with kernel
Ca(x, y), i.e.,
Saf(x) :=F
“W
OCa(x, y), f(y)P ds(y), x ¥M0“W, (2.26)
where f ¥ Lp(“W, LaTM). Note that (Da−V)Saf=0 in M0“W. Also, set
Saf :=Saf|“W.
Going further, let us introduce the principal value singular integral
operators
Maf(x) :=p.v. F
“W
On(x)KdxCa(x, y), f(y)P ds(y), x ¥ “W, (2.27)
and
Naf(x) :=p.v. F
“W
On(x)NdxCa(x, y), f(y)P ds(y), x ¥ “W. (2.28)
Here, p.v. >“W · · · is taken in the sense of removing geodesic balls (with
respect to some smooth background metric); see [32] for more details.
These operators, which are the higher degree analogue of the so-called
magnetostatic and electrostatic operators arising in scattering theory in R3
(cf., e.g., [4]), have been studied in detail in [28]. For further reference,
some basic properties are collected in the theorems stated below. For
proofs, the reader is referred to [28, 34]. More related material is in
[25, 26]. Before stating them, let us mention that all restrictions to the
boundary of “W are taken in the pointwise nontangential sense. That is,
u|“W(x) := lim
y ¥ c(x), yQ x
u(y), x ¥ “W, (2.29)
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where c(x) ı W is an appropriate nontangential approach region. Finally,
N is going to denote the nontangential maximal operator defined on some
a-form u in W by
Nu(x) :=sup{|u(y)|; y ¥ c(x)}, x ¥ “W. (2.30)
For W a Lipschitz domain ofM we set W+ :=W, W− :=M0 W¯.
Theorem 2.4. LetW …M be a Lipschitz domain. Then for each 1 < p <.
we have
||N(Saf)||Lp(“W), ||N(dSaf)||Lp(“W), ||N(dSaf)||Lp(“W) [ C ||f||Lp(“W, LaTM),
(2.31)
uniformly for f ¥ Lp(“W, LaTM), and
||N(Saf)||Lp(“W) [ C ||f||H−1, p(“W, LaTM), (2.32)
uniformly for f ¥H−1, p(“W, LaTM).
Also, with boundary traces taken in the pointwise nontangential sense, the
following jump-relations are valid,
nKdSaf|“W±=+ 12 (nK (nNf))+Maf,
nNdSaf|“W±=± 12 (nN (nKf))+Naf
(2.33)
a.e. on “W for each f ¥ Lp(“W, LaTM) and 1 < p <..
Moreover,
dSaf=Sa−1(d“f)+F
“W
ORa−1(x, ·), f(y)P ds(y),
-f ¥ Lp, dtan (“W, LaTM), (2.34)
dSa g=Sa+1(d“ g)+F
“W
OQa(x, ·), g(y)P ds(y),
-g ¥ Lp, dnor (“W, LaTM), (2.35)
and
Maf=−fNm− a and fMa=−Nm− af on a-forms. (2.36)
Also, for any constant potential V, the adjoint of Ma acting on
Lptan(“W, LaTM) is the operator M ta acting on Lqtan(“W, LaTM), with 1/p+
1/q=1, given by
M ta=nKNa+1(nN ·). (2.37)
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Finally, for 1 < p <., 0 [ s [ 1, and 0 [ a [ m, the operator
Sa : H−s, p(“W, LaTM)Q B1−s+1/p, p*p (W, LaTM) (2.38)
is well defined and bounded. Hereafter, we set pg :=max{p, 2}.
Theorem 2.5. Let W …M be a Lipschitz domain. There exists e=e(W)
> 0 so that for each a ¥ {0, 1, ..., m} and each 2− e < p < 2+e,
the operators ± 12 I+Ma are Fredholm with index zero
on the spaces Lp, dtan (“W, LaTM) and Lptan(“W, LaTM)
(2.39)
and
the operators ± 12 I+Na are Fredholm with index zero
on the spaces Lp, dnor (“W, LaTM) and Lpnor(“W, LaTM).
(2.40)
Moreover, there exists a real, discrete set of values U, with no finite accu-
mulation point, such that the same operators above are in fact isomorphisms
(on the respective spaces) if V(x) — ik for some k ¥ C0U.
We shall also need the following regularity result from [28, 34].
Theorem 2.6. For any W arbitrary Lipschitz domain in M there exists
e=e(W) > 0 with the following significance. Assume that 2− e < p < 2+e,
0 [ l [ m and that the l-differential form u ¥ Lp(W, LaTM) has, in the sense
of distributions, du ¥ Lp(W, La+1TM) and du ¥ Lp(W, La−1TM).
Then the following are equivalent:
(i) nKu, initially considered as a distribution (cf. (3.4)) belongs, in
fact, to the space Lp(“W, La−1TM) (and, hence, to Lptan(“W, La−1TM));
(ii) nNu, initially considered as a distribution, actually belongs to
Lp(“W, La+1TM) (and, thus, to Lpnor(“W, La+1TM)).
Moreover, if (i) or (ii) above is valid, then u ¥ B1/p, p*p (W, LaTM) (recall that
pg :=max{p, 2}). Also, naturally accompanying estimates are valid in each
case.
We discuss one more result which is going to be of importance for us
later on. To state it, define the Newtonian (volume) potential
Pau(x) :=FF
W
OCa(x, y), u(y)P dVol(y), x ¥ W, (2.41)
and recall the parameter r > m :=dimM from (2.1).
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Proposition 2.7. Assume that the metric tensor onM satisfies (2.1) and
that W ıM is a Lipschitz domain. Then, for V as before,
(i) Pa : Lp(W, LaTM)QH2, p(W, LaTM) is bounded for every 1 < p < r.
(ii) Sa : B−
1
p, p(“W, LaTM)QH1, p(W, LaTM) is bounded for every
r
r−1 < p <..
Proof. Part (i) is proved in [28, 34]. Part (ii) follows from (i) and
duality. Specifically, from (2.21) and Proposition 2.2 it follows that
“xiCa(x, y)=−“yiCa(x, y)+R˜i(x, y) where |R˜i(x, y)|+|x−y| |NR˜i(x, y)|=
O(|x−y|−(m−3)). Thus, if u ¥ C.comp(W, LaTM) and f ¥ B−1/p, p(“W, LaTM)
have sufficiently small supports but are otherwise arbitrary then, -1 [ i [ m,
:FF
W
O“iSaf, uP dVol :
=:F
“W
OTr[“iPau], fP ds :+O(||u||Lq(W) ||f||B−1/p, p(“W))
[ ||f||B−1/p, p(“W) ||Tr[“iPau]||B1−1/q, q(“W)+O(||u||Lq(W) ||f||B−1/p, p(“W))
[ C ||f||B−1/p, p(“W) ||u||Lq(W), (2.42)
by (i) and Gagliardo’s trace lemma. L
The reader should be aware that, in order to simplify the notation, we
may occasionally drop the dependence of the various norms on the exterior
power bundle (as already done in (2.42)).
3. DISTINGUISHED SPACES OF BOUNDARY FORMS
As far as the operator d“ is concerned,L
p
nor(“W, LaTM) andLp, dnor (“W, LaTM)
can be thought of as Lp-Sobolev spaces of order zero and one, respectively.
In this section, our aim is to introduce some related spaces which are well
adapted to finite energy solutions of Maxwell’s equations in Lipschitz
domains. Homogeneity considerations dictate that such boundary spaces
should be, in the previous (informal) description, Lp-Sobolev spaces of
order −1/p for d“.
A direct attempt to do just that, i.e., define one such space as the
collection of all f ¥ B−1/p, p(“W, LaTM) for which nNf=0 and d“f ¥
B−1/p, p(“W, La+1TM) would only work in the smooth setting. In the case
we are interested in, i.e., when “W is merely Lipschitz, there are obvious
problems in making sense of the above conditions. It is precisely because of
these difficulties that we adopt the more convoluted construction below.
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As in Section 2 we letM be a smooth, compact, connected, boundaryless
manifold of real dimension m. Equip this with a Lipschitz metric tensor g
and denote by d the exterior derivative operator and by d its formal
transpose, i.e., d=fdf, where f is the Hodge star operator associated
with g. If 1 < p <., 0 [ a [ m, define
Dpa (d, W) :={u ¥ Lp(W, LaTM); du ¥ Lp(W, La+1TM)}, (3.1)
Dpa (d, W) :={u ¥ Lp(W, LaTM); du ¥ Lp(W, La−1TM)}. (3.2)
The action of d and d is take in the sense of distributions. Friedrichs’s
identity of weak and strong extensions of first order PDO’s [12] shows
that
C.(W¯, LaTM)+ Dpa (d, W) densely, (3.3)
where the last space is considered equipped with the natural graph norm.
Considernow1[ a[mandu ¥ Lp(W, LaTM) such thatdu ¥Lp(W, La−1TM)
for some 1 < p <.. Then we define the distribution nKu on “W by requiring
that
OnKu, jP :=−FF
W
Odu, vP dVol+FF
W
Ou, dvP dVol, (3.4)
for any v ¥H1, q(W, La−1TM), 1/p+1/q=1, with Tr v=j. Thus, the right
side of (3.4) is well defined for j ¥ B1/p, q(“W, La−1TM), independent of the
choice of such v, so we have
nKu ¥ B−1/p, p(“W, La−1TM) (3.5)
with naturally accompanying estimates. If u is a zero-form then we set
nKu :=0. Further, if u ¥ Lp(W, LaTM) is such that du ¥ Lp(W, La+1TM)
then we can define the distribution nNu by a similar procedure inspired by
(2.4). Once again,
nNu ¥ B−1/p, p(“W, La+1TM) (3.6)
plus natural estimates. It follows that
Dpa (d, W) ¦ uW nNu ¥ B− 1p, p(“W, La+1TM) (3.7)
and
Dpa (d, W) ¦ uW nKu ¥ B− 1p, p(“W, La−1TM) (3.8)
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are well defined and bounded, when the spaces in the left side are equipped
with the natural graph norm. Also, set
Dpa (dN, W) :={u ¥ Dpa (d, W); nNu=0}, (3.9)
Dpa (dK, W) :={u ¥ Dpa (d, W); nKu=0}. (3.10)
For later use we also introduce
Npa (d, W) :={u ¥ Dpa (d, W); du=0}, (3.11)
Npa (dN, W) :={u ¥Npa (d, W); nNu=0}. (3.12)
Similar definitions are given to Npa (d, W) and N
p
a (dK, W). It is immediate
that
fDpa (d, W)=Dpm− a(d, W), fDpa (d, W)=Dpm− a(d, W), (3.13)
fDpa (dN, W)=Dpm− a(dK, W), fDpa (dK, W)=Dpm− a(dN, W). (3.14)
Next we shall prove that Dpa (d, W) and D
p
a (d, W) enjoy a very useful
extension property. Specifically, we have:
Proposition 3.1. Given W, p, a, as before, there exists a linear map
Dpa (d, W) ¦ uW u˜ ¥ Dpa (d,M) (3.15)
so that u˜ |W=u and
||u˜ ||Lp(M)+||du˜ ||Lp(M) [ C(||u||Lp(W)+||du||Lp(W)). (3.16)
A similar extension property is valid for Dpa (d, W).
In order to prove this proposition, we shall first need a lemma.
Lemma 3.2. Let W ıM be a Lipschitz domain and 0 [ a [ m. If w ¥
Lp(M, LaTM) is such that w|W± ¥ D
p
a (d, W±), then
dw ¥ Lp(M, LaTM)Z nN (w|W+)=nN (w|W− ) in B− 1p, p(“W, La+1TM).
(3.17)
A similar property is valid for the operator d.
Proof. Let v ¥H1, q(M, La+1TM), 1p+
1
q=1, be arbitrary and denote the
Sobolev trace of v on “W by Tr v ¥ B1−1/q, q(“W, La+1TM). Then
OnN (w|W+), Tr vP=FF
W+
Odw, vP−FF
W+
Ow, dvP, (3.18)
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and
OnN (w|W− ), Tr vP=−FF
W−
Odw, vP+FF
W−
Ow, dvP. (3.19)
Subtracting the identities (3.18) and (3.19) yields
FF
M
Ow, vP−FF
M
Ow, dvP=OnN (w|W+)− nN (w|W− ), Tr vP, (3.20)
where w :=d(w|W± ) in W±. Then (3.17) follows easily from this. The last
part in the statement follows from what we have proved so far and
(3.13). L
Proof of Proposition 3.1. In order to show that Dpa (d, W) has the
extension property described in the statement of Proposition 3.1, observe
that this property localizes via a partition of unity and is stable under pull-
back (via bi-Lipschitz functions). Also, by (3.3) and a weak-f argument, it
suffices to prove the extension property in the following context. Assume
that
M — Rm, W±=Rm± , u ¥ C.comp(Rm, LaRm). (3.21)
We are looking for u˜ ¥ Dpa (d, Rm) with u˜ |Rm±=u and so that (3.16) is valid.
To this end, let F : Rm− Q Rm+ be the reflection F(xŒ, xm) :=(xŒ, −xm) and
define
u˜ :=3u in Rm+,
Fg(u|Rm+) in R
m
− ,
(3.22)
where the superscript f stands for pull-back. Clearly, u˜ ¥ Lp(Rm, LaRm),
||u˜ ||Lp(Rm) [ 2 ||u||Lp(Rm+), and u˜ |Rm+=u. According to Lemma 3.2, in order to
conclude that du˜ ¥ Lp(Rm, La+1Rm) we need to check that
dxm N (u|Rm+)=dxm N (Fg(u|Rm+)|Rm− ) (3.23)
in B−1/p, p(“Rm+, La+1TRm). In fact, this holds in the pointwise sense.
Indeed, if
u=C
m ¥ I
u −I dx
I+1 C
m ¨ I
u'I dx
I2Ndxm (3.24)
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then, since F|“Rm=Id, the identity operator, we have
dxm N (Fg(u|Rm+)|Rm− )=dxm N51 C
m ¥ I
u −I dx
I2−1 C
m ¨ I
u'I dx
I2Ndxm6
=dxm N (u|Rm+), (3.25)
as desired. Obviously, the assignment uW u˜ is linear. Finally,
||du˜ ||Lp(Rm) [ ||du||Lp(Rm+)+||dF
g(u|Rm+)||Lp(Rm−) [ 2 ||du||Lp(Rm+), (3.26)
so that (3.16) holds. The last part of the statement also follows on account
of (3.13). L
Next, for 1 < p <., a ¥ {0, 1, ..., m} we introduce some subspaces of
B−1/p, p(“W, LaTM). More concretely, we define
Xpa, ±(“W) :={f ¥ B−
1
p, p(“W, LaTM); ,u ¥ Dpa−1(d, W±) so that nNu=f},
(3.27)
equipped with the natural norm
||f||Xpa, ±(“W) :=inf{||u||Lp(W±)+||du||Lp(W±); u ¥ D
p
a−1(d, W±), nNu=f}
(3.28)
and
Ypa, ±(“W) :={g ¥ B−
1
p, p(“W, LaTM); ,v ¥ Dpa+1(d, W±) so that nK v=g},
(3.29)
endowed with the norm
||g||Ypa, ±(“W) :=inf{||v||Lp(W±)+||dv||Lp(W±); v ¥ D
p
a+1(d, W±), nK v=g}.
(3.30)
We also define the (bounded) operators
d“ : X
p
a, ±(“W)QXpa+1, ±(“W), (3.31)
d“ : Y
p
a, ±(“W)QYpa−1, ±(“W), (3.32)
by setting
d“(nNu) :=− nNdu, u ¥ Dpa−1(d, W±), (3.33)
d“(nK v) :=− nKdv, v ¥ Dpa+1(d, W±). (3.34)
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Proposition 3.3. Let W be Lipschitz, 1 < p <., a ¥ {0, ..., m}. Then
the following hold.
(i) Xpa,+(“W) —Xpa, −(“W), in the sense that the two spaces coincide
as sets and the norms are equivalent. Thus, from now on, we may drop the
subscripts ± and simply write Xpa (“W).
(ii) Xpa (“W) is a reflexive Banach space.
(iii) Xpa (“W)+ B−1/p, p(“W, LaTM) continuously.
(iv) If the metric tensor satisfies (2.6), then Lp, dnor (“W, LaTM)+
Xpa (“W) continuously and densely. Moreover d“ defined in (3.31), (3.33) is
compatible with d“ defined on L
p, d
nor (“W, LaTM) in Section 2.
(v) f: Xpa, ±(“W)QYpm− a, ±(“W) is an isomorphism. In particular, Ypa,+
(“W) 4Ypa, −(“W) and we may drop the subscripts ± and simply write
Ypa (“W). Also, the definition of d“ in (3.32), (3.34) agrees with that on the
space Lp, dtan (“W, LaTM) given in Section 2.
(vi) For each 1 < p, q <. conjugate exponents, the mapping
nN · : Yqa (“W)Q (Xpa+1(“W))g (3.35)
defined by
OnNf, gP :=FF
W
OU, dWP dVol−FF
W
OdU, WP dVol (3.36)
for U ¥ Dqa+1(d, W), with f=nKU and W ¥ Dpa (d, W) with g=nNW is well
defined, in fact an isomorphism, for each a ¥ {0, 1, ..., m}.
Finally, a similar statement is valid for nK · : Xpa+1(“W)Q (Yqa (“W))g.
(vii) For each 1 < p <., Xp1(“W)=nB1−1/p, p(“W), while Yp0(“W)=
B−1/p, p(“W).
Proof. For f ¥Xpa,+(“W) arbitrary, fixed, let u ¥ Dpa−1(d, W+) be such
that
1
2 [||u||Lp(W)+||du||Lp(W)] [ ||f||Xpa,+(“W) [ ||u||Lp(W)+||du||Lp(W) (3.37)
and f=nNu in B−1/p, p(“W, LaTM). Let u˜ ¥ Dpa−1(d,M) be the extension
of u as in Proposition 3.1 and set g :=nN (u˜ |W− ) ¥Xpa, −(“W). Then
||g||Xpa, − (“W) [ C(||u||L
p(W)+||du||Lp(W)) [ C ||f||Xpa,+(“W)
and, by Lemma 3.2,
g=nN (u˜ |W− )=nN (u˜ |W+)=f in B−1/p, p(“W, LaTM).
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This proves that Xpa,+(“W)+Xpa, −(“W). Similarly, Xpa, −(“W)+Xpa,+(“W)
and (i) follows. Parenthetically, let us note that we may arrive at the same
conclusion by inspecting the diagram:
Dpa−1(d, W+)
Dpa−1(dN, W+)
|0nN ·’ Xpa,+(“W)+ B− 1p, p(“W, LaTM)
‡ ˛ ‡Id
Dpa−1(d, W−)
Dpa−1(dN, W−)
|0nN ·’ Xpa, −(“W)+ B− 1p, p(“W, LaTM)
(3.38)
where the first vertical arrow is the mapping
Dpa−1(d, W+) ¦ uW u˜ |W− ¥ Dpa−1(d, W−) (3.39)
at the level of quotient spaces. Since this, as well as nN ·, is an iso-
morphism, it follows that the dotted arrow (which is naturally induced) is
also an isomorphism. Note that (ii), except for reflexivity which follows
from (vi), and (iii) can be seen directly from (the first row of) the commu-
tative diagram (3.38).
The fact that the inclusion in (iv) is well defined and continuous is seen
as follows. If f belongs to the space Lp, dnor (“W, LaTM), set u± :=dSaf
in W±. Here Sa is as in (2.26), corresponding to some fixed, constant
potential V > 0. By Theorem 2.4, N(u±), N(du±) ¥ Lp(“W), so that u± ¥
Dpa−1(d, W±) and nNu+− nNu−=f in the Lp sense on “W. This and (i)
show that f ¥Xpa (“W) and
||f||Xpa (“W) [C (||u± ||Lp(W)+||du± ||Lp(W))
[ C C (||N(u±)||Lp(“W)+||N(du±)||Lp(“W))
[ C ||f||Lp, dnor (“W, LaTM). (3.40)
To see that inclusion (iv) is also dense, fix f ¥Xpa (“W), f=nNu, u ¥
Dpa−1(d, W). By (3.3), there exists a sequence uj ¥ C.(W¯) so that uj Q u and
duj Q du in Lp(W). Then nNuj ¥ Lp, dnor (“W, LaTM) and, by the first row in
(3.38), nNuj Q nNu=f in Xpa (“W).
Next, (v) follows from (3.14), Lemma 2.1, and what we have proved
so far.
As for (vi), it is clear that the map (3.35) is well defined, linear, bounded,
and one-to-one. There remains to shows that it is also onto. To this end, let
h ¥ (Xpa+1(“W))g be arbitrary and consider h˜: Dpa (d,W)QR defined by h˜(u) :=
h(nNu). Thinking of Dpa (d, W) as a (closed) subspace of Lp(W, DaTM) À
Lp(W, La+1TM) via the identification uW (u, du), the Hahn–Banach and
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Riesz theorems allow us to conclude that there exist v1 ¥ Lq(W, La+1TM)
and v2 ¥ Lq(W, LaTM) such that
h˜(u)=FF
W
Ov1, duP dVol−FF
W
Ov2, uP dVol, -u ¥ Dpa (d, W).
(3.41)
Note that choosing u ¥ C.comp(W) yields dv1=v2. In particular v1 ¥ Dqa (d, W).
Utilizing this back in (3.41) gives that h(nNu)=OnN (nK v1), nNuP, for
each u which, in turn, entails nN (nK v1)=h. Hence, the map (3.35) is onto
and this finishes the proof of (vi).
Finally, (vii) follows more or less directly from definitions; we omit the
details. L
Proposition 3.4. Let W ıM be a Lipschitz domain. Then, for each 0 [
a [ m, the classes
{Xpa (“W)}1 < p <., {Ypa (“W)}1 < p <. (3.42)
are two complex interpolation scales (in the sense of (1.10)).
The proof of this proposition rests on several results of independent
interest which we now state.
Lemma 3.5. Let W ıM be a Lipschitz domain. Then, for each 0 [ a [ m,
the family of Banach spaces (equipped with the graph norm) {Dpa (d, W)}1 < p <.
is a complex interpolation scale.
Lemma 3.6. If the metric tensor is smooth and “W ¥ C. then, for each
1 < p <. and a ¥ {0, 1, ..., m},
Xpa (“W) — {f ¥ B−
1
p, p(“W, LaTM); nNf=0, d“f ¥ B−
1
p, p(“W, La+1TM)}
(3.43)
in the sense that the two spaces coincide as sets and
||f||Xpa (“W) % ||f||B−
1
p, p(“W, LaTM)+||d“f||B−
1
p, p(“W, La+1TM). (3.44)
Here and elsewhere, we write A % B for two positive quantities depend-
ing on some set of parameters if A/B and B/A are bounded by constants
independent of the relevant parameters.
Lemma 3.7. Let W1, W2 ıM be two Lipschitz domains which are
homeomorphic to each other under a (global) C0, 1-diffeomorphism of M.
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Also, for 1 < p <., consider the spaces Xpa (“W1) and Xpa (“W2) correspond-
ing, respectively, to two metric tensors g1, g2, with Lipschitz coefficients on
M. Then for each a ¥ {0, 1, ..., m}, we have the isomorphism
Xpa (“W1) 5Xpa (“W2), (3.45)
independent of 1 < p <..
Modulo the proofs of Lemmas 3.5–3.7, we are now ready to present the
Proof of Proposition 3.4. Let 1 < p1, p2 <., 0 < h< 1, 1/p0=(1−h)/p1
+h/p2. Our goal is to show that
[Xp1a (“W), Xp2a (“W)]h —Xp0a (“W). (3.46)
To this end, since
nN · : Dpja (d, W)QXpja (“W)+ B− 1pj , pj(“W, LaTM), j=1, 2, (3.47)
it follows, by (3.7) and Lemma 3.5, that
nN · : Dp0a (d, W)QXp0a (“W)+ B− 1p0 , p0(“W, LaTM) (3.48)
is compatible with
nN · : Dp0a (d, W)Q [Xp1a (“W), Xp2a (“W)]h + B− 1p0 , p0(“W, LaTM).
(3.49)
Now, the first arrow in (3.48) is onto, so that
Xp0a (“W)+ [Xp1a (“W), Xp2a (“W)]h, (3.50)
continuously.
There remains to prove the opposite inclusion in (3.50). We do so but,
first, under the additional assumption that “W ¥ C.. Recall first that
d“ : X
pj
a (“W)Q B− 1pj , pj(“W, La+1TM), j=1, 2, (3.51)
are well defined and bounded. Thus, by interpolation,
d“ : [X
p1
a (“W), Xp2a (“W)]h Q B− 1p0 , p0(“W, La+1TM) (3.52)
(so far, this is actually valid in the Lipschitz context). It is at this point that
we utilize the smoothness assumptions. Specifically, (3.52) and (3.43) in
Lemma 3.6 readily imply that
[Xp1a (“W), Xp2a (“W)]h +Xp0a (“W), (3.53)
as desired.
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Summarizing, we have proved that (3.46) holds provided “W ¥ C. and
the metric is smooth. Thus, {Xpa (“W)}1 < p <. is a complex interpolation
scale in this case. Granted Lemma 3.7, the same conclusion holds for “W
and the metric only Lipschitz, since W can be always mapped via a
biLipschitz homeomorphism onto a smooth domain (and the metric can be
replaced by a smooth one). This finishes the proof of Proposition 3.4
(modulo those of Lemmas 3.5–3.7). L
Next we turn attention to the proof of Lemma 3.5. In doing so, we shall
need the following well-known result (whose proof is an exercise).
Lemma 3.8. Let Xj, j=0, 1, be Banach spaces. Assume that there exists
a common projection, i.e., bounded, linear operator P: Xj QXj, j=0, 1, such
that P2=P. Then P([X0, X1]h)=[PX0, PX1]h for each 0 < h < 1.
We thank Nigel Kalton for pointing out to us the utility of this lemma in
the present context.
Proof of Lemma 3.5. The first step is to show that, if 1 < p1, p2 <.,
0 < h < 1, 1/p0=(1−h)/p1+h/p2, then
[Dp1a (d, W), D
p2
a (d, W)]h + Dp0a (d, W). (3.54)
This follows easily by interpolation since
d: Dpja (d, W)Q Lpj(W, La+1TM) (3.55)
is bounded for j=1, 2. Second, it is not too hard to see that (3.54) holds
with equality if a local version of it holds with equality. Specifically, it is
enough to show that for each x ¥ W¯ there exists U ¦ x, open, and so that
[Dp1a (d, U), D
p2
a (d, U)]h=D
p0
a (d, U). (3.56)
That this forces equality in (3.54) is seen by considering the mapping
Dpja (d, U) ¦ uW u˜ |W ¥ Dpja (d, W), j=1, 2, (3.57)
where u˜ ¥ Dpja (d,M) is obtained via the extension operation (relative to
U ıM), described in Proposition 3.1, and interpolation.
Next, we tackle the right-to-left inclusion in (3.56); the opposite one is
proved as in (3.54). To this end, we can assume that 1 [ a [ m−1. Also, fix
a small, open set U with a smooth boundary and which is homeomorphic
to an Euclidean ball, but otherwise arbitrary. Since pull-backing by a
smooth diffeomorphism F induces an isomorphism between Dpa (d, U) and
Dpa (d, F(U)), there is no loss of generality to assume that
the underlying manifoldM is a homology sphere. (3.58)
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Continuing the series of reductions, we note that it suffices to show that
(3.56) is valid withM in place of U. Indeed, granted (3.56) withM in place
of U, and since by Proposition 3.1 the restriction operator RWu :=u|W is
bounded from Dpja (d,M) onto D
pj
a · (d, U), j=1, 2, interpolation further
implies
Dp0a (d, U)=RW(D
p0
a (d,M))+ [Dp1a (d, U), Dp2a (d, U)]h, (3.59)
as desired.
Thus, we are left with proving the right-to-left inclusion in (3.56) withM
in place of U ; i.e.,
Dp0a (d,M)+ [Dp1a (d,M), Dp2a (d,M)]h. (3.60)
To see this, we proceed in a sequence of steps. In Step 1 we shall argue to
the effect that
{dDpa (d,M)}1 < p <. is a complex interpolation scale. (3.61)
This is clear for a=0 and a=m. On the other hand, for 1 [ a [ m−1, let
Pa be the Newtonian potential on M, i.e., the integral operator whose
kernel is the Schwartz kernel of D−1a . Here Da :=−(dd+dd) is the
Hodge–Laplacian on a-forms and d is taken with respect to a smooth
background metric. Note that D−1a exists because of (3.58). Then define
Pa : Lp(M, LaTM)Q Lp(M, LaTM) by
Pau :=−ddPau, u ¥ Lp(M, LaTM). (3.62)
From Caldero´n–Zygmund theory, Pa is bounded on Lp(M, LaTM). Also,
since d2=0 and dPa=Pa−1d (in the sense of unbounded operators), we
see that
P2au=ddPa ddPau=−ddPa DaPau=−ddPau=Pau; (3.63)
i.e., Pa is idempotent. Hence, (3.61) will follow from Lemma 3.8 as soon as
we show that
Pa+1Lp(M, La+1TM)=dD
p
a (d,M). (3.64)
Turning our attention to (3.64), notice that the left-to-right inclusion is
obvious. To see the opposite one, if u ¥ Dpa (d,M) is arbitrary thenPa+1(du)=
−ddPa+1 du=d(DaPau)=du. This completes the proof of (3.64) and
concludes Step 1.
In Step 2 we shall prove that for each 1 < p <.,
H1, p(M, LaTM)+dDpa−1(d,M)=D
p
a (d,M). (3.65)
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Indeed, the left-to-right inclusion is obvious. In the opposite direction, if
u ¥ Dpa (d,M), then
u=DaPau=dPa+1(du)+d(dPau) ¥H1, p(M, LaTM)+dDpa−1(d,M),
(3.66)
as claimed. It is important to point out that the above decomposition is
amenable to interpolation in the sense that
A: Dpa (d,M)QH1, p(M, LaTM), Au :=dPa+1(du), (3.67)
B: Dpa (d,M)Q dDpa−1(M, LaTM), Bu :=d(dPau), (3.68)
are linear, bounded and independent of p.
In the third (and last) step we tackle (3.60). First, from the obvious
inclusions
H1, pj(M, LaTM)+ Dpja (d,M), dDpja−1(d,M)+ Dpja (d,M), j=1, 2,
(3.61), and interpolation we get
H1, p0(M, LaTM)+ [Dp1a (d,M), Dp2a (d,M)]h, (3.69)
dDp0a−1(d,M)+ [Dp1a (d,M), Dp2a (d,M)]h. (3.70)
Adding up the two inclusions and invoking (3.65) finally yields (3.60). This
finishes the proof of Lemma 3.5. L
We now present the
Proof of Lemma 3.6. If f ¥Xpa (“W) then there exists u ¥ Dpa−1(d, W) so
that nNu=f and ||u||Lp(W)+||du||Lp(W) % ||f||Xpa (“W). Let uj ¥ C1(W¯, La−1TM)
be so that uj Q u and duj Q du in Lp(W). Then, for any j ¥ B1/p, q
(“W, La+1TM),
OnNf, jP=Of, nKjP=lim
j
OnNuj, nKjP=lim
j
OnN (nNuj), jP=0;
(3.71)
i.e., nNf=0. Also
d“f=d“(nNu)=−nNdu ¥ B−
1
p, p(“W, La+1TM), (3.72)
since du ¥ Dpa+1(d, W). Moreover, it is implicit in the above calculation that
||f||B−
1
p, p(“W)+||d“f||B−
1
p, p(“W) [ C ||f||Xpa (“W), (3.73)
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uniformly for f ¥Xpa (“W). This proves the left-to-right inclusion in (3.43).
Parenthetically, let us observe that the estimate (3.73) is actually valid in
arbitrary Lipschitz domains.
Proving the opposite inclusion makes essential use of the smoothness of
“W and requires deeper results. To begin with, let us temporarily denote by
B−1/p, pd (“W, LaTM) the space in the right side of (3.43); i.e.,
B−
1
p, p
d (“W, LaTM) :={f ¥ B−
1
p, p(“W, LaTM); nNf=0 and
d“f ¥ B−
1
p, p(“W, La+1TM)}.
Furthermore, equip it with the norm given by the right side of (3.44). Next,
fix a constant potential V > 0 and recall the integral operators introduced
in this context as in the second part of Section 2. The incisive claim is that,
for each a ¥ {0, 1, ..., m} and 1 < p <.,
the operator 12 I+Na is invertible on B
− 1p, p
d (“W ; LaTM). (3.74)
Accepting this for the time being, we shall now indicate how to finish the
proof of Lemma 3.6. To this effect, for f ¥ B−1/p, pd (“W, LaTM) set
u :=dSa((
1
2 I+Na)
−1 f) in W. (3.75)
Since, by Proposition 2.7 (with r=.), the operator Sa maps B−1/p, p
(“W, LaTM)boundedly intoH1, p(W, LaTM),wehave thatu ¥ Lp(W, La−1TM).
In order to continue, we need one more identity which is actually valid for
Lipschitz domains and metrics satisfying (2.6). Specifically, in analogy with
(2.34)–(2.35), we claim that;
dSaf=Sa+1(d“f), -f ¥Xpa (“W) (3.76)
dSa g=Sa−1(d“ g), -g ¥Ypa (“W). (3.77)
In order to prove (3.76), let f ¥Xpa (“W) and u ¥ Dpa−1(d, W) so that
nNu=f. Then, using the definition of Sa, (2.25), integrations by parts, and
(3.33), we obtain that
dSa(f)=F
“W
OdxCa, nNuP ds=F
“W
OdyCa+1, nNuP ds
=FF
W
OdCa+1, duP=−F
“W
OCa+1, nNduP ds=Sa+1(d“f),
(3.78)
as desired. The proof of (3.77) is similar.
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In fact, if “W ¥ C., (3.76) is valid for f ¥ B−1/p, pd (“W, LaTM). This is
seen via a limiting argument based on the fact that the set {f ¥
C.(“W, LaTM); nNf=0} is densely embedded in B−1/p, p(“W, LaTM). In
turn, the latter assertion can be proved by localizing and mollifying. Hence,
making use of (3.76) we also have that
du=ddSa((
1
2 I+Na)
−1 f)
=−ddSa((
1
2 I+Na)
−1 f)−DaSa((
1
2 I+Na)
−1 f)
=−dSa+1(d“(
1
2 I+Na)
−1 f)
−VSa((
1
2 I+Na)
−1 f) ¥ Lp(W, LaTM)+H1, p(W, LaTM). (3.79)
Thus, u ¥ Dpa−1(d, W) and
||u||Lp(W)+||du||Lp(W) [ C(||f||B− 1p, p(“W)+|d“f||B− 1p, p(“W)). (3.80)
Also,
nNu=nN (dSa(( 12 I+Na)−1 f))=( 12 I+Na)( 12 I+Na)−1 f=f (3.81)
in B−1/p, p(“W, LaTM); the above formal calculation can be easily justified
via a density argument. The bottom line is that f ¥Xpa (“W) and
||f||Xpa (“W) [ C(||f||B−
1
p, p(“W)+||d“f||B−
1
p, p(“W)). (3.82)
This proves the right-to-left inclusion in (3.43) and finishes the proof of
Lemma 3.6, modulo the proof of (3.74), which we now tackle.
The first order of priorities is to extend the action of the operator 12 I+Na
so that it maps B−1/p, pd (“W, LaTM) boundedly into itself. Given the jump
formula (2.33), it is natural to set
( 12 I+Na) f :=nN (dSaf) for any f ¥ B−
1
p, p
d (“W, LaTM). (3.83)
Clearly, this definition agrees with the one given for 12 I+Na on the space
Lp, dnor (“W, LaTM). Going further, we need to verify that ( 12 I+Na) f ¥
B−1/p, p(“W, LaTM), nN ( 12 I+Na) f=0, and d“( 12 I+Na) f ¥ B−1/p, p(“W,
La+1TM). The first two conditions are immediate consequences of (3.83)
plus the fact that Sa maps B−1/p, p(“W, LaTM) into H1, p(W, LaTM).
Furthermore,
d“(
1
2 I+Na) f=d“(nNdSaf)=−nNddSaf
=nNddSaf+nNDaSaf
=nNdSa+1(d“f)+VnNSaf ¥ B−
1
p, p(“W, La+1TM).
(3.84)
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The proof for the fact that 12 I+Na is well defined on B
−1/p, p
d (“W, LaTM),
1 < p <., is therefore completed.
Turning to the actual job of proving the Fredholmness of this operator
on the space B−1/p, pd (“W, LaTM), 1 < p <., we first note that the kernel of
Na acting on normal forms can also be written in the form n(y)N[n(y)K
(n(x)NdxCa(x, y))]. Consequently, a basic ingredient in accomplishing
our goal is the fact that
n(y)K (n(x)NdxCa(x, y))=O(|x−y|−(m−2)) as |x−y|Q 0, x, y ¥ “W.
(3.85)
Granted this, an inspection of (3.84) and (3.83) shows that Na is a smooth-
ing operator of order −1, indeed Na and d“Na belong to OPS−1(“W); see
[41, Vol. II, Proposition 11.2] for similar circumstances. This, further, will
imply several things. First, so we claim, Na turns out to be a compact
operator on B−1/p, pd (“W, LaTM). Indeed, Na and d“Na map H−1, p(“W)
boundedly into Lp(“W) so that, by real interpolation and classical embed-
ding results, they both map the Besov space B−1/p, p(“W, LaTM) compactly
into itself. From this, the claim follows. In particular,
1
2 I+Na is Fredholm with index zero on B
− 1p, p
d (“W, LaTM)
for 1 < p <. (3.86)
and
Ker( 12 I+Na; B
− 1p, p
d (“W, LaTM))=Ker( 12 I+Na; L2(“W, LaTM)).
(3.87)
From Theorem 2.5 we know that the space in the right side of (3.87) is
trivial which, together with (3.86), gives (3.74).
Hence, at this point we are left with proving (3.85). To this effect, we
first recall from Section 2 that
dx(Ca(x, y))=dy(Ca−1(x, y)) (3.88)
(the absence of any residue in (3.88) is due to the fact that V is constant),
so that it suffices to treat n(y)K (n(x)NdyCa−1(x, y)). We also know that,
locally,
Ca−1(x, y)=Cm
1
`g(y)
1C
j, k
gjk(y)(xj−yj)(xk−yk)2−(m−2)/2
× C
|I|=a−1
C
|J|=a−1
det[(gij(y)) i ¥ I
j ¥ J
] dxI é dyJ
+O(|x−y|−(m−3)). (3.89)
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In order to continue, we need one more piece of notation. For an arbitrary
matrix A=(aij)1 [ i, j [ m and 0 [ a [ m we set TaA :=(a˜IJ) |I|=a
|J|=a
, where
a˜IJ :=det[(aij) i ¥ I
j ¥ J
]. The operator AW TaA is known to commute with
powers and transposition (see [11, II, Sect. 2.4] where this is referred to as
the ath compound of A ; cf. also [16]). Also, set G :=(gij)1 [ i, j [ m,
G1/2=: (bij)ij and w j :=;k bjk dxk. Then {w j}1 [ j [ m is an orthonormal
basis for T gM and
- |I|=a−1, dxI= C
|K|=a−1
(Ta−1G−1/2)IK wk, (3.90)
where wK :=wk1 N · · · Nwka−1 if K=(k1, ..., ka−1). Thus,
C
|I|=a−1
C
|J|=a−1
(Ta−1G)IJ (y) dxI é dyJ
= C
I, J, K, L
(Ta−1G)IJ (y)(Ta−1G−1/2)IK (x)(Ta−1G−1/2)JL (y) w
K
x é wLy
=C
K, L
((Ta−1G−1/2)(x)(Ta−1G)(y)(Ta−1G−1/2)(y))KL w
K
x é wLy
=C
K, L
((Ta−1G)−1/2 (x)(Ta−1G)1/2 (y))KL w
K
x é wLy
=C
K, L
((Ta−1G)−1/2 (x)[(Ta−1G)1/2 (y)−(Ta−1G)1/2 (x)])KL w
K
x é wLy
+C
K
wKx é wKy=: I+II. (3.91)
Clearly, I=O(|x−y|) so its contribution is residual. Thus, in subsequent
analysis, we shall only consider II. In other words, at this stage it suffices to
treat
n(y)K (n(x)Ndy[E0a (x, y) c(x, y)]), (3.92)
where, recall from Section 2 that E0a (x, y) :=[; j, k gjk(y)(xj−yj)×
(xk−yk)]−((m−2)/2) and we set c(x, y) :=;K wKx é wKy . In fact, the main
source of singularities in dy(E
0
ac)=dyE
0
a N c+E0a dyc is dyE0a N c so we shall
focus on it. Based on Lemma 2.1, we write
ny K (nx N (dyE0a N c))=− ny K (dyE0a N (nx N c))
=dyE
0
a N (ny K (nx N c))−Ony, dyE0aP nx N c
=: III+IV. (3.93)
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Inspection of III reveals that, with n=; j njw j,
III=C
j, k
C
J, M
C
I
e jIJ e
kM
I nj(x) nk(y) w
J
x é wMy . (3.94)
Here, for any two ordered arrays J, K, the generalized Kronecker symbol
eJK is given by
eJK :=3det((dj, k)j ¥ J, k ¥K), if |J|=|K|,0, otherwise, (3.95)
where dj, k :=1 if j=k and zero if j ] k.
Now, the only nonzero terms in (3.94) occur for j ] k, j ¨ I, k ¥ I, in
which case we have e jIJ e
kM
I =e
jI
J e
jkM
jI =e
jkM
J . Thus from (3.94),
III=1m−2a 2 CJ, M 1 Cj ] k e jkMJ nj(x) nk(y)2 wJx é wMy . (3.96)
Now, for each fixed J, M, due to the antisymmetry of e jkMJ in j and k, we
have
C
j ] k
e jkMj nj(x) nk(y)=C
j < k
e jkMJ [nj(x) nk(y)− nj(y) nk(x)]=O(|x−y|),
(3.97)
since n is Lipschitz by assumption. Hence, the contribution from III is of
the right order.
Going further, if n=(nj)j denotes the Euclidean unit normal to “W
(looked at in local coordinates) then n=(; j, k g jknjnk)−1/2 (; l nl dxl) so
that
Ony, dyE
0
a (x, y)P=1C
j, k
g jk(y) nj(y) nk(y)2−12 C
l, s
“ylE0a (x, y) ns(y) g ls(y).
In particular, the main singularity in IV is contained in
C
l, s
ns(y) g ls(y)
“
“yl
1C
j, k
gjk(y)(xj−yj)(xk−yk)2−(m−22 )−1
=−2 C
l, s
ns(y) g ls(y) glr(y)(xr−yr) 1C
j, k
gjk(y)(xj−yj)(xk−yk)2−m/2
=−2On(y), x−yP 1C
j, k
gjk(y)(xj−yj)(xk−yk)2−m/2, (3.98)
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where, this time, the inner product in the last term is taken with respect to
the ordinary Euclidean metric. Now, due to the smoothness of the bound-
ary, On(y), x−yP=O(|x−y|2) so that the entire expression in (3.98) is
O(|x−y|−(m−2)) as desired. This concludes the proof of (3.85) and, with it,
the proof of Lemma 3.6. L
Proof of Lemma 3.7. Let F :MQM be a bi-Lipschitz homeo-
morphism so that F(W1)=W2 and set Y :=F−1. For 1 < p <., 0 [ a [ m,
define
A : Xpa (“W1)QXpa (“W2), B : Xpa (“W2)QXpa (“W1) (3.99)
by
A(n1 Nu) :=n2 NYgu, u ¥ Dpa (d, W1),
B(n2 N v) :=n1 NFgv, v ¥ Dpa (d, W2),
(3.100)
where the superscript star denotes pull-back, and nj stands for the unit
conormal to “Wj with respect to the metric gj, j=1, 2. Note that
Yg : Dpa (d, W1)Q Dpa (d, W2) is an isomorphism with inverse Fg. To see that
A, B are well defined we need to show that, e.g., Yg maps Dpa (dN, W1)
into Dpa (dN, W2), i.e., prove that
u ¥ Dpa (d, W1), n1 Nu=0S n2 NYgu=0. (3.101)
To this end, we first remark that for j=1, 2, given u ¥ Dpa (d, Wj),
u ¥ Dpa (dN, Wj)Z u˜ ¥ Dpa (d,M),
where tilde is extension by zero inM0Wj. (3.102)
This is easily seen using the distributional definition of d and integrating by
parts. Based on this, the fact that pull-backing by Y commutes with tilde
and preserves Dpa (d,M), (3.101) follows. Finally, observe that A pB=Id
and B pA=Id, hence the conclusion in the lemma.
One final note is that the isomorphisms A, B are independent of p and,
hence, are amenable to interpolation. L
Next, define
Xp, 0a (“W) :={f ¥Xpa (“W); d“f=0} (3.103)
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so that, clearly, the image of d“ on X
p
a (“W) is a subset of Xp, 0a+1(“W). As the
next proposition shows, we can be more precise about this inclusion.
Proposition 3.9. For any 1 < p <., the operator d“ : Xpa (“W)Q
Xp, 0a+1(“W) has closed range and its cokernel is isomorphic to Hasing(“W ; R),
the ath singular homology group of “W over the reals. In particular,
d“ :
Xpa (“W)
Xp, 0a (“W)
QXp, 0a+1(“W) (3.104)
is a Fredholm operator with index ba(“W), the ath Betti number of “W.
Finally, similar results hold for d“ acting on the scale Y
p
a (“W).
Proof. Our proof is modeled upon an argument in [28] where a related
statement (at the Lp-level) has been proved. First, we localize the definition
of d“.
More specifically, if 1 < p <., for U an arbitrary, fixed open subset of
“W, we define Xpa (U) as the subspace of B−1/p, ploc (U, LaTM) consisting of
distributions f on “W enjoying the following property: for each x ¥ U,
there exist D, an open neighborhood of x in M with D 5 “W … U, and
u ¥ Dpa−1(d, W) such that f|D 5 “W=(nNu)|D 5 “W. Also, introduce
d“ : X
p
a (U)QXpa+1(U) (3.105)
by setting d“f :=−nNdu near x, if f is locally given by nNu near x.
Clearly, each Xpa (U) is an additive Abelian group and also a module over
the algebra Lip(“W). It follows that the family Xpa :=(Xpa (U))U, indexed by
open subsets in “W, is a fine sheaf on the topological space “W.
Going further, we observe that the operator d“ induces a natural
sequence of sheaf morphisms
00 LCF0i Xp1 0d“ Xp2 0d“ Xp3 0d“ · · · , (3.106)
where LCF stands for the sheaf of germs of locally constant functions on
“W and the embedding works according to fW fn. Since d“ p d“=0, the
above is a complex. In fact, so we claim, (3.106) provides a fine resolution
of the sheaf LCF. The essential ingredient in the proof of this claim is the
acyclicity of the complex (3.106). Granted this, the so-called abstract de
Rham theorem applies to our context and gives that
Xpa+1(“W)
d“(X
p
a (“W))
5Hasing(“W; R) (3.107)
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for a=0, 1, ..., m and 1 < p <.. With this at hand, all the claims in the
proposition follow. The reader is referred to Section 9 in [28] for
somewhat similar circumstances.
Next, we aim to prove the acyclicity of the sheaf (3.106). It is not hard to
see that this is equivalent to the following claim:
-x ¥ “W and u ¥ Dpa (d, W) with nNdu=0 near x,
,v ¥ Dpa−1(d, W) such that nNu=nNdv near x.
(3.108)
Below we outline the main steps in the proof of this claim. First, much as
in the proof of Lemma 3.7, the statement can be pull-backed to Rm. Thus,
without loss of generality, we can assume that W=D 5 Rm+, where D is an
open, bounded, starlike (with respect to the origin) Lipschitz domain in Rm,
equipped with the standard Euclidean metric, and such that x=0 ¥ D. Set
D± :=D 5 Rm± .
In order to continue, we need a localized Lp-Poincaré type lemma to the
effect that
-w ¥Npa (d, D) such that w — 0 in D− ,
,w ¥ Dpa−1(d, D) with dw=w and w|D− — 0.
(3.109)
In turn, this is proved much as in the classical case. For example, if w is
smooth, one could construct w via familiar path integrals along rays
emerging from 0. In this scenario, the support restriction on w is an auto-
matic consequence of this construction and our hypothesis on supp w.
Finally, in the case when w is only pth power integrable, mollifying w, and
using a priori estimates plus a weak-limit argument readily reduce matters
to the smooth situation. We leave the standard details to the interested
reader.
Let us now indicate how (3.109) can be used to conclude the proof of
(3.108). To this end, assume that u is as in (3.108) and W=D− , with D as
before. This implies that the form w, defined as du in D+ and 0 in D− ,
belongs to Dpa+1(d, U) for some open neighborhood U of 0 ¥ Rm. Further-
more, dw=0 and w|U 5 Rm− — 0. The localized Poincaré lemma (3.109) then
guarantees the existence of w ¥ Dpa (d, U) with dw=w in U and w|U 5 Rm− — 0.
In particular,
d(u−w)=0 in U 5 Rm+ and nNw=0 near 0. (3.110)
A (weaker) version of (3.109) then gives that there exists wˆ ¥ Dpa−1(d, U 5 Rm+)
such that u−w=dwˆ. Thus, near the origin, nNu− nNdwˆ=nNw=0.
Hence, nNu=nNdwˆ near the origin, as desired.
This finishes the proof of the proposition. L
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4. FINITE ENERGY SOLUTIONS FOR MAXWELL’S EQUATIONS
For each 0 [ a [ m, Da : H1, 2(M, LaTM)QH−1, 2(M, LaTM) is a
bounded, negative, formally self-adjoint operator. Since (Da−l)−1 gives
rise to a negative, self-adjoint compact operator on L2(M, LaTM) for
l ¥ R with |l| large, it follows that there exists Spec(Da) ı (−., 0], a
discrete set (which accumulates only at −.) so that
z ¨ Spec(Da)S (Da−z): H1, 2(M, LaTM)
Q H−1, 2(M, LaTM) is invertible. (4.1)
Select kj ¥ [0,.) so that
{−(kj)2}j= 0
0 [ a [ m
Spec(Da). (4.2)
For k ¨ {±kj}j, let Ck, a be the Schwartz kernel of Da+k2 on a-forms.
Note that, in the notation of Section 2, this formally corresponds to
choosing V :=−k2. To emphasize the dependence on the parameter k we
should append it as a subindex to the various objects constructed in con-
nection with Ck, a. Once a Lipschitz domain W …M has been fixed, we can
therefore talk about the (family of) Newtonian potentials Pk, a, boundary
integral operatorsSk, a,Mk, a, Nk, a, etc. As explained in Section 2,
dx(Ck, a+1(x, y))=dy(Ck, a(x, y)), dx(Ck, a(x, y))=dy(Ca+1(x, y)), (4.3)
since the potential V is constant.
For k ¨ {±kj}j, we aim at extending the action of the operatorsMk, a and
Nk, a to the spaces Y
p
a (“W) and Xpa (“W), respectively. As a preliminary step,
we first analyze the action ofSk, a on these spaces.
Lemma 4.1. Let W be a Lipschitz domain in M and fix an arbitrary
complex number k ¨ {±kj}j. Then, for each 1 < p <. and 0 [ a [ m, the
operators
Sk, a : X
p
a (“W)QH1, p(W, LaTM), (4.4)
Sk, a : Y
p
a (“W)QH1, p(W, LaTM) (4.5)
are well defined and bounded. In particular, Sk, a :=Tr pSk, a maps Xpa (“W)
and Ypa (“W) boundedly into B1−1/p, p(“W, LaTM).
Proof. Consider the case of (4.4); (4.5) is handled similarly. If r/(r−1) <
p <., then the desired conclusion follows from (iii) in Propositions 3.3
and 2.7.
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Assume next that 1 < p < r and select an arbitrary u ¥ Dpa−1(d, W).
Thanks to (4.3) and an integration by parts we may write
Sk, a(nNu)(x)=OCk, a(x, ·), nNuP
=FF
W
OCk, a(x, ·), duP dVol−FF
W
OdyCk, a(x, ·), uP dVol
=FF
W
OCk, a(x, ·), duP dVol−FF
W
OdxCk, a−1(x, ·), uP dVol
=Pk, a(du)(x)−dPk, a−1u(x). (4.6)
From this and Proposition 2.7 it is clear that Sk, a(nNu) ¥H1, p(W, LaTM)
and ||Sk, a(nNu)||H1, p(W) [ C(||u||Lp(W)+||du||Lp(W)). With this at hand, it is
trivial to finish the proof. L
We next turn our attention to the operatorsMk, a, Nk, a.
Proposition 4.2. Let W be a Lipschitz domain and let k ¨ {±kj}j. Then
for any 1 < p <. and 0 [ a [ m, the operators ± 12 I+Nk, a originally defined
on Lp(“W, LaTM) have bounded extensions to Xpa (“W); i.e.,
± 12 I+Nk, a : X
p
a (“W)QXpa (“W). (4.7)
Moreover, similar results are valid for the operators
± 12 I+Mk, a : Y
p
a (“W)QYpa (“W) (4.8)
and, if 1/p+1/q=1, the diagram
Yqa (“W)ŁnN ·’ (Xpa+1(“W))g
± 12 I+Mk, a‡ ‡ (± 12 I+Nk, a+1)t
Yqa (“W)ŁnN ·’ (Xpa+1(“W))g
(4.9)
is commutative.
Proof. With an eye on (4.7), let f ¥Xpa (“W) and set v :=dSk, af in W±.
The immediate goal is to show that v ¥ Dpa−1(d, W±) and that
||v||Lp(W±)+||dv||Lp(W±) [ C ||f||Xpa (“W) (4.10)
holds uniformly for f ¥Xpa (“W). To this end, observe first that part (ii) of
Proposition 2.7 gives v ¥ Lp(W±, La−1TM). Moreover,
dv=ddSk, af=−ddSk, af+k2Sk, af=−dSk, a(d“f)+k2Sk, af, (4.11)
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where, in the last equality, we have used (3.76). Now, (4.11) and
Lemma 4.1 prove that dv ¥ Lp(W±, LaTM); hence, v ¥ Dpa−1(d, W±). It is
also implicit in the above calculations that (4.10) holds.
Next, in analogy with (3.83) we define
(± 12 I+Nk, a) f :=nN (v|W± ) ¥Xpa (“W). (4.12)
It is then a simple consequence of (4.10) that, for each 1 < p <., the
operators (4.7) are well defined and bounded.
Our next goal is to show that the above definition of Nk, a is indeed
compatible with the older definition given in Section 2. A moment’s
reflection shows that this comes down to checking the following. Let
v ¥ Dpa−1(d, W) be such that v, dv are continuous in W, N(v), N(dv) ¥
Lp(“W) and v|“W exists in the pointwise nontangential sense; cf. (2.29). Then
nN v, considered in the sense of (3.6), coincides with nN (v|“W). In order to
see this, consider a sequence of smooth domains Wj q W as in [28]. For
each a-form f with Lipschitz continuous coefficients in W¯ we may write
OnN v, fP=FF
W
OnNdv, fP dVol−FF
W
OnN v, dfP dVol
=lim
j
FF
Wj
OnNdv, fP dVol− lim
j
FF
Wj
OnN v, dfP dVol
=lim
j
F
“Wj
Onj N (v|“Wj ), fP dsj=F“W OnN (v|“W), fP ds, (4.13)
where the last equality follows from Lebesgue’s dominated convergence
theorem. This shows that nN v, initially considered in B−1/p, p(“W, LaTM),
coincides with nN (v|“W) ¥ Lp(“W, LaTM). At this stage, all claims pertain-
ing to the operators (4.7) have been proved.
The treatment of (4.8) is very similar and we only outline the main steps.
This time, the idea is to set
(+ 12 I+Mk, a) g :=nK (w|W± ), (4.14)
where g ¥Ypa (“W) is arbitrary and w :=dSk, a g in W± That these are mea-
ningful, bounded assignments can be seen by paralleling the corresponding
proof for (4.12) or, alternatively, using what we have proved so far and
Hodge duality. In this latter scenario, the relevant ingredients are: the point
(6) in Lemma 2.1, (2.36), and the point (v) in Proposition 3.3.
Finally, the commutativity of the diagram (4.9) comes down to checking
the identity
OnN (± 12 I+Mk, a) f, gP=O(± 12 I+Nk, a+1) t (nNf), gP (4.15)
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for any f ¥Yqa (“W) and g ¥Xpa+1(“W). By density, it suffices to prove
(4.15) when f=nKu and g=nNw, for some u, w ¥ C1(W¯). In this latter
case, (4.15) is a straightforward consequence of the definition (3.36) and
the property (2.37). L
The long term goal is to show that the operators (4.7)–(4.8) are actually
isomorphisms for all p’s in some open interval containing 2 (further restric-
tions on the complex parameter k are also needed). In order to proceed,
introduce
Ha(W) :={(E, H) ¥ L2(W, LaTM) À L2(W, La+1TM);
dE=0, dH=0, nNH=0}. (4.16)
It follows that Ha(W) is a closed subspace of L2(W, LaTM) À
L2(W, La+1TM), hence Hilbert, with the inherited inner product. Consider
next the unbounded operator
Ma :=1 0id −id0 2 , Ma :Ha(W)QHa(W), (4.17)
with domain
D(Ma) :={(E, H) ¥Ha(W); dE ¥ L2(W, La+1TM),
nNE=0, dH ¥ L2(W, LaTM)} (4.18)
and natural action.
Proposition 4.3. Let W ıM be a Lipschitz domain and 0 [ a [ m. Then
the operatorMa : D(Ma) ıHa(W)QHa(W) is self-adjoint and
D(Ma) ıH
1
2, 2(W, LaTM) ÀH 12, 2(W, La+1TM). (4.19)
In particular,Ma has a compact resolvent so that its spectrum consists of only
(real) eigenvalues accumulating at ±..
Proof. The inclusion Ma ıMga , i.e., the fact that Ma is symmetric, is
straightforward and we omit the details. Conversely, let (U, V) ¥Ha(W)
belong to D(Mga ) and set (U˜, V˜) :=M
g
a (U, V) ¥Ha(W). Then, for any
(E, H) ¥D(Ma),
−iOdH, UP+iOdE, VP=OMa(E, H), (U, V)P=O(E, H), (U˜, V˜)P
=OE, U˜P+OH, V˜P, (4.20)
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where, in the present context, O · , ·P stands for the Hermitian L2-pairing in
W. Taking H — 0 and E ¥N2a (d, W) 5 D2a (dN, W) arbitrary forces
dV=iU˜ ¥ L2(W, La+1TM). (4.21)
Going further, we specialize (4.20) to the case when E — 0 and H is selected
as follows. For an arbitrary W ¥ D2a (d, W), we use the L2-Hodge decompo-
sition in W (cf. Proposition 11.3 in [28]; see also [39, 43] for related
matters) to writeW=da+db+c, where
a ¥ D2a−1(dN, W), b ¥ D2a+1(d, W), c ¥N2a (dN, W) 5N2a (d, W).
(4.22)
Then we takeH :=W−db=da+c ¥N2a+1(dN, W) 5 D2a+1(d, W). This forces
−iOdW, UP=OW, V˜P, -W ¥ D2a (d, W) (4.23)
which, in turn, entails
dU=−iV˜ ¥ L2(W, La+1TM) and nNU=0. (4.24)
Hence, (U, V) ¥D(Ma) and Ma(U, V)=Mga (U, V). This proves the
self-adjointness ofMa.
As for (4.19), this follows directly from definitions and Theorem 2.6.
With this at hand, the rest of the proposition follows from Rellich’s
selection lemma and simple functional analysis. L
In the following we shall denote by Spec(Ma) the spectrum of the opera-
tor Ma introduced in (4.17)–(4.18), i.e., the collection of all z ¥ C so that
zI−Ma does not have a bounded inverse on Ha(W). As pointed out in the
statement of the above proposition, Spec(Ma) is a countable set of real
eigenvalues (of finite multiplicity) ofMa which only accumulate at ±..
Proposition 4.4. Let W ıM be a Lipschitz domain and let 0 [ a [ m.
Then, for any k ¨ Spec(Ma), the L2-Poisson problem for the Maxwell system
(with homogeneous boundary conditions)
(BVP1)k, a ˛E ¥ L2(W, LaTM), H ¥ L2(W, La+1TM),dE−ikH=K ¥ L2(W, La+1TM),
dH+ikE=J ¥ L2(W, LaTM),
nNE=0
has a unique solution. This solution satisfies
||E||L2(W)+||H||L2(W) [ C(||K||L2(W)+||J||L2(W)). (4.25)
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Moreover, if k ] 0 is purely imaginary, we may take C=2/|k| in the above
estimate.
Proof. Invoking the L2-Hodge decomposition (used in the proof of
Proposition 4.3) we can decompose K=da À db À c with
a ¥ D2a (dN, W), b ¥ D2a+2(d, W), c ¥N2a+1(dN, W) 5N2a+1(d, W),
(4.26)
and J=da À db À c, where
a ¥ D2a (dN, W), b ¥ D2a+1(d, W), c ¥N2a (dN, W) 5N2a (d, W).
(4.27)
In particular, (−i(c+db), i(c+da)) ¥Ha(W). Since k ¨ Spec(Ma) we can
solve
(kI−Ma)(EŒ, HŒ)=(−i(c+db), i(c+da)) (4.28)
inHa(W), which is the same as solving
EŒ ¥ L2(W, LaTM), HŒ ¥ L2(W, La+1TM),
dEŒ−ikHŒ=c+da,
dHŒ+ikEŒ=c+db,
nNEŒ=0.
If we now take E :=EŒ+ 1ik da, H :=HŒ− 1ik db, then (E, H) is a solution of
(BVP1)k, a which satisfies (4.25). Uniqueness follows from the condition
k ¨ Spec(Ma) and Proposition 4.3.
The last part in the statement is seen from ||(kI−Ma)−1|| [ |Im k|−1
which, in turn, is an elementary consequence of the self-adjointness of
Ma. L
Proposition 4.5. Let W ıM be a Lipschitz domain and let 0 [ a [ m.
Also, fix a nonzero complex number k ¨ Spec(Ma). Then the Maxwell
boundary problem
(BVP2)k, a ˛E ¥ L2(W, LaTM), H ¥ L2(W, La+1TM),dE−ikH=0 in W,
dH+ikE=0 in W,
nNE=f ¥ B−12, 2(“W, La+1TM),
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has a solution if and only if f ¥X2a+1(“W). The solution is unique and
satisfies
||E||L2(W)+||H||L2(W) % ||f||X2a+1(“W). (4.29)
If k=i then the constants in (4.29) are universal.
Proof. If (BVP2)k, a is solvable then f=nNE ¥X2a+1(“W), since E ¥
D2a (d, W). Conversely, let f ¥X2a+1(“W) be arbitrary. Then there exists
U ¥ D2a (d, W) so thatf=nNU and ||U||L2(W)+||dU||L2(W) % ||f||X2a+1(“W). LetEŒ ¥
L2(W, LaTM), HŒ ¥ L2(W, La+1TM) solve
(BVP3)k, a ˛dEŒ−ikHŒ=dU ¥ L2(W, La+1TM),dHŒ+ikEŒ=ikU ¥ L2(W, LaTM),
nNEŒ=0.
That this is possible is ensured by our hypothesis on k and Proposition 4.4.
Finally, set E :=U−EŒ and H :=−HŒ. Then, (E, H) solve (BVP2)k, a and
||E||L2(W)+||H||L2(W) [ C(||U||L2(W)+||dU||L2(W)) [ C ||f||X2a+1(“W). (4.30)
This proves one inequality in (4.29). The opposite inequality follows from
||f||X2a+1(“W)=||nNE||X2a (“W) [ ||E||L2(W)+||dE||L2(W) [ C(||E||L2(W)+||H||L2(W)).
(4.31)
Uniqueness is a consequence of the fact that k ¨ Spec(Ma). This finishes the
proof. L
Proposition 4.6. LetWıM be a Lipschitz domain and let a ¥ {0, 1, ..., m}.
Also, fix a nonzero complex number k so that
k ¨ Spec(Ma) 2 Spec(Mm− a) (4.32)
and let E ¥ L2(W, LaTM), H ¥ L2(W, La+1TM) solve the homogeneous
Maxwell equations (with wave number k) in W; i.e.,
(Maxwell) 3dE−ikH=0 in W,
dH+ikE=0 in W.
(4.33)
Then
||nNE||X2a+1(“W) % ||nKH||Y2a (“W), (4.34)
uniformly in (E, H).
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Proof. For E, H as above, let us define EŒ :=(−1)a fH and HŒ :=fE.
It follows that EŒ ¥ L2(W, Lm− a−1TM), HŒ ¥ L2(W, Lm− aTM) and (EŒ, HŒ)
solves (4.33). Hence, by repeated applications of Proposition 4.5 and the
point (v) in Proposition 3.3,
||nNE||X2a+1(“W) % ||E||L2(W)+||H||L2(W)=||EŒ||L2(W)+||HŒ||L2(W)
% ||nNEŒ||X2m− a(“W)=||f(nKH)||X2m− a(“W)
% ||nKH||Y2a (“W). (4.35)
The proof is complete. L
Finally, we are ready to tackle the issue raised in the first part of this
section. Recall the discrete set U ı R from Theorem 2.5.
Theorem 4.7. For each Lipschitz domain in W ıM there exists e > 0
with the following property. If 2− e < p < 2+e, 0 [ a [ m and k ¨ {±kj}j
2U also satisfies
k ¨ Spec(Ma−1) 2 Spec(Mm− a+1), (4.36)
then the operators in (4.7) are in fact isomorphisms.
Furthermore, similar results are valid for the operators (4.8).
Proof. Consider the issue of inverting ± 12 I+Nk, a on X
p
a (“W) with p
near 2. Let us assume for a moment that this holds for p :=2 and k :=k0,
some fixed, purely imaginary complex number. Then the extension to the
more general situation described in the statement of the theorem is
accomplished as follows. To begin with, since by Proposition 3.4 the family
{Xpa (“W)}1 < p <. is a complex interpolation scale, we see there exists e=e(W)
> 0 so that the operators in (4.7) are isomorphisms if 2− e < p < 2+e and
k=k0. This is a consequence of known stability results (cf., e.g., [20] for a
discussion). Extending further the aforementioned invertibility result to
arbitrary wave numbers k ¨ {±kj}j 2U and so that (4.36) holds requires
two other ingredients. First, due to the fact that the main singularity in Ck, a
is actually independent of k (cf. (2.21), (2.19), (2.22)) and the commutator
identities (2.24), (2.25), it follows that Nk, a−Nk0, a is a compact operator on
Xpa (“W), for any 1 < p <., 0 [ a [ m, and k ¨ {±kj}j. In particular, if 2− e <
p < 2+e, the operators in (4.7) are Fredholm with index zero for any
k ¨ {±kj}j. The second ingredient is a general stability result (cf. [20]) to
the effect that if a linear operator T, mapping a complex interpolation scale
Xp boundedly into itself, is Fredholm with index zero on Xp for
2− e < p < 2+e and is invertible on X2, then T is actually invertible on Xp
for each 2− e < p < 2+e.
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Summarizing, at this stage we are left with proving that the operators in
(4.7) are isomorphisms if p=2 and k ¨ {±kj}j 5U satisfies (4.36). To this
end, for f ¥X2a (“W) arbitrary, we set
E :=dSk, af in W±, (4.37)
and
H :=
1
ik
dE=−ikSk, af−
1
ik
dSk, a+1(d“f) in W±. (4.38)
It follows that (E, H) solves the Maxwell system (4.33) both in W+ and in
W− . Consequently, by Proposition 4.6 and our assumptions on k,
||nN (E|W± )||X2a (“W) % ||nK (H|W± )||Y2a−1(“W). (4.39)
The claim we make at this stage is that
nK (H|W+)=nK (H|W− ) in Y2a−1(“W). (4.40)
In order to see this, we note that the applications
X2a (“W) ¦ fW nK (H|W± ) ¥Y2a−1(“W) (4.41)
are continuous. Hence, by (iv) in Proposition 3.3 (with p=2), it suffices to
prove (4.40) when f ¥ L2, dnor (“W, LaTM). In this case, based on the results of
Section 2 we see that, even in the sense of nontangential convergence to the
boundary,
nKH|“W±=−iknKSk, af−
1
ik
nK5±1
2
nK (d“f)+dSk, a+1(d“f)6
=−iknKSk, af−
1
ik
nKdSk, a+1(d“f). (4.42)
From this, (4.40) follows.
Next, notice that (4.12) gives
nN (E|W± )=(± 12 I+Nk, a) f. (4.43)
Armed with (4.40) and (4.43) we are finally ready to tackle the issue of
invertibility of the operators (4.7) when p=2. We write:
||f||X2a (“W) [ ||(
1
2 I+Nk, a) f||X2a (“W)+||(−
1
2 I+Nk, a) f||X2a (“W)
=||nN (E|W− )||X2a (“W)+||nN (E|W+)||X2a (“W)
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[ C ||nK (H|W− )||Y2a−1(“W)+||nN (E|W+)||X2a (“W)
=C ||nK (H|W+)||Y2a−1(“W)+||nN (E|W+)||X2a (“W)
[ C ||nN (E|W+)||X2a (“W)
=C ||( 12 I+Nk, a) f||X2a (“W). (4.44)
A similar calculation shows that 12 in the last term above can be replaced by
− 12 . That is,
||f||X2a (“W) [ C ||(±
1
2 I+Nk, a) f||X2a (“W), (4.45)
uniformly for f ¥X2a (“W). In particular, ± 12 I+Nk, a : X2a (“W)QX2a (“W)
are one-to-one and with closed range. Furthermore, Theorem 2.5 in concert
with (iv) in Proposition 3.3 gives that the operators under discussion have
also dense ranges. Thus, they are isomorphisms of X2a (“W), as desired.
That similar statements are valid in the case of the operators (4.8) is
seen from (v) in Proposition 3.3 and the fact that fNk, a=−fMk, m− a
(cf. Theorem 2.4). L
Next, for 1 < p <., introduce
Zpnor(“W, LaTM) :=Lpnor(“W, LaTM) 5Xpa (“W) (4.46)
equipped with the norm
||f||Zpnor(“W, LaTM) :=||f||Lp(“W, LaTM)+||f||Xpa (“W). (4.47)
Clearly, this makes Zpnor(“W, LaTM) a Banach space. Analogously, we
introduce
Zptan(“W, LaTM) :=Lptan(“W, LaTM) 5Ypa (“W) (4.48)
and equip it with the natural norm. Finally, we set
Wpnor(“W, LaTM) :={f ¥Xpa (“W); d“f ¥ Lp(“W, La+1TM)}, (4.49)
endowed with
||f||Wpnor(“W, LaTM) :=||f||Xpa (“W)+||d“f||Lp(“W, La+1TM), (4.50)
andWptan(“W, LaTM) :=fWpnor(“W, Lm− aTM).
Theorem 4.8. Let W be a Lipschitz domain in M, a ¥ {0, 1, ..., m} and
k ¨ {±kj}j 2U. Then the operators
± 12 I+Nk, a :Z
p
nor(“W, LaTM)QZpnor(“W, LaTM), (4.51)
± 12 I+Nk, a :W
p
nor(“W, LaTM)QWpnor(“W, LaTM) (4.52)
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are well defined and bounded for each 1 < p <.. Furthermore, there exists
e=e(W) > 0 so that, if 2− e < p < 2+e and k also satisfies (4.32), then the
operators in (4.51)–(4.52) are in fact isomorphisms.
Finally, similar conclusions are valid for the operators
± 12 I+Mk, a :Z
p
tan(“W, LaTM)QZptan(“W, LaTM), (4.53)
± 12 I+Mk, a :W
p
tan(“W, LaTM)QWptan(“W, LaTM). (4.54)
Proof. That the actions of Nk, a on L
p
nor(“W, LaTM) and on Xpa (“W)
are compatible on the intersection has been demonstrated before (in
Proposition 4.2). Also, the boundedness of 12 I+Nk, a on Z
p
nor(“W, LaTM)
follows from that of 12 I+Nk, a on L
p
nor(“W, LaTM) (cf. Section 2) and on
Xpa (“W) (cf. Proposition 4.2), separately.
Next we consider the issue of the invertibility of the operators (4.51)
when p is close to 2. First, injectivity on Xpa (“W) clearly entails injectivity
on Zpnor(“W, LaTM). To show ontoness, in the light of Theorem 4.7, it
suffices to prove the implication
f ¥Xpa (“W)
( 12 I+Nk, a) f ¥ L
p
nor(“W, LaTM)
4S f ¥ Lpnor(“W, LaTM). (4.55)
To this end, let f be as in the left side of (4.55) and set u :=dSk, af in W±.
Thus,
u ¥ Lp(W±, La−1TM),
du ¥ Lp(W±, LaTM),
du=0 in W±,
nN (u|W+)=( 12 I+Nk, a) f ¥ Lpnor(“W, LaTM).
(4.56)
Theorem 2.6 applied to u in W+ then implies that
nK (u|W+) ¥ Lptan(“W, La−2TM). (4.57)
Now, as in (4.40),
nK (u|W+)=nK (u|W− ) (4.58)
so that, by (4.57),
nK (u|W− ) ¥ Lptan(“W, La−2TM). (4.59)
In turn, (4.59) and (4.56) together with the same regularity result (i.e.,
Theorem 2.6), applied this time to u in W− , yield
nN (u|W− ) ¥ Lpnor(“W, LaTM). (4.60)
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With this at hand and using the fact that, by definition,
nN (u|W± )=(± 12 I+Nk, a) f (4.61)
we arrive at the conclusion that
f=( 12 I+Nk, a) f−(−
1
2 I+Nk, a) f
=nN (u|W+)− nN (u|W− ) ¥ Lpnor(“W, LaTM). (4.62)
This proves (4.55) and concludes the proof of the part in Theorem 4.8
which refers to the operators (4.51).
Turning attention to the operators (4.52), the first order of business
is to show that they are well defined and bounded. However, if f ¥
Wpnor(“W, LaTM) is arbitrary and u :=dSk, af, then
d“(
1
2 I+Nk, a) f=d“(nNu)=−nNdu
=nN (dSk, a+1(d“f))−k2nNSk, af
=( 12 I+Nk, a+1)(d“f)−k
2nNSk, af. (4.63)
In particular, by the last part in Lemma 4.1 plus the fact that Nk, a is a
bounded mapping of Xpa (“W) and of Lp(“W, LaTM) for each 0 [ a [ m,
1 < p <., we see that the operators (4.52) are indeed well defined and
bounded.
As for their invertibility for p near 2 (and the extra assumptions on k),
much as before, we only need to prove the implication
f ¥Xpa (“W) and
d“(
1
2 I+Nk, a) f ¥ L
p
nor(“W, La+1TM)
4S d“f ¥ Lpnor(“W, La+1TM).
(4.64)
Now the left side of (4.64) together with (4.63) and the last part in
Lemma 4.1 imply that d“f ¥Xpa+1(“W) has the property that ( 12 I+Nk, a+1)
(d“f) ¥ Lpnor(“W, La+1TM). Thus, by our assumptions on k and (4.55)
(adapted to the level of a+1 forms), it follows that d“f ¥ Lpnor(“W, La+1TM),
as wanted. This finishes the proof of the claim made in the statement of the
theorem for the operators (4.52).
Finally, the last part of the statement of the theorem follows from what
we have proved up to this point and applications of the Hodge star
isomorphism. L
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Theorem 4.9. Let W be a Lipschitz domain in M. Then there exists
e=e(W) > 0 so that if 2− e < p < 2+e and the nonzero complex number k
satisfies
k ¨ {±kj}j 2U, k ¨ 0
0 [ a [ m
Spec(Ma), (4.65)
the Maxwell boundary value problem
(BVP4)k, a ˛E ¥ Lp(W, LaTM), H ¥ Lp(W, La+1TM),dE−ikH=0 in W,
dH+ikE=0 in W,
nNE=f ¥Xpa+1(“W),
is uniquely solvable for each 0 [ a [ m. The solution (E, H) of (BVP4)k, a
also satisfies
||E||Lp(W, LaTM)+||H||Lp(W, La+1TM) [ C ||f||Xpa+1(“W). (4.66)
Moreover, the following regularity statements are true:
(i) N(E) ¥ Lp(“W)Z f ¥Zpnor(“W, La+1TM).Moreover, if one (and,
hence, both) of these conditions is true then, actually, E ¥ B1/p, p*p (W, LaTM);
(ii) N(H) ¥ Lp(“W)Z f ¥Wpnor(“W, LaTM). Also, if one (and, hence,
both) of these conditions is valid then, in fact, H ¥ B1/p, p*p (W, La+1TM);
(iii) N(E),N(H) ¥ Lp(“W)Z f ¥ Lp, dnor (“W, La+1TM). In addition, if
one (and, hence, both) of these conditions holds then
||E||B1/p, p*p (W, LaTM)+||H||B1/p, p*p (W, La+1TM) [ C ||f||Lp, dnor (“W, La+1TM). (4.67)
Proof. Let e > 0 be so that the conclusions of Theorems 4.7 and 4.8 are
valid for each a ¥ {0, 1, ..., m} if 2− e < p < 2+e. Granted this and (4.65), a
solution to (BVP4)k, a in W can be expressed in the form
E :=dSk, a 5112 I+Nk, a 2−1 f6 , (4.68)
H :=
1
ik
dE=
1
ik
ddSk, a 5112 I+Nk, a 2−1 f6
=−
1
ik
ddSk, a 1112 I+Nk, a 2−1 f2− 1ik DaSk, a 1112 I+Nk, a 2−1 f2
=−
1
ik
dSk, a+1 1d“ 112 I+Nk, a 2−1 f2−ikSk, a 1112 I+Nk, a 2−1 f2 .
(4.69)
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From this (and the mapping properties of the operators involved), it is
clear that E, H satisfy the desired Lp estimates.
Turning our attention to the uniqueness part, we first observe that, via
repeated integrations by parts, the Green type representation formula
E=dSk, a+1(nNE)−dSk, a−1(nKE)−Sk, a(nKdE) (4.70)
is seen to hold for any E ¥ Lp(W, LaTM) with dE ¥ Lp(W, La+1TM),
dE=0 and such that (Da+k2) E=0 in W. If, in addition, nNE=0 (as is
the case for the electric component of a null-solution of (BVP4)k, a), then
(4.70) reduces to
E=−dSk, a−1(nKE)−Sk, a(nKdE). (4.71)
Applying d to the above identity then taking nK · of both sides yields
( 12 I+Mk, a)
−1 (nKdE)=0. Now, since nKdE ¥Ypa (“W) with p ¥ (2− e,
2+e), Theorem 4.7 applies and gives nKdE=0. Utilizing this back in
(4.71) gives
E=−dSk, a−1(nKE). (4.72)
By taking nK · of both sides we arrive at ( 12 I+Mk, a−1)−1 (nKE)=0 and,
much as before, via another application of Theorem 4.7, to nKE=0.
Plugging this back in (4.72) finally allows us to conclude that E=0 for any
null-solution (E, H) of (BVP4)k, a. Since this also entails H=0, the proof
of uniqueness is finished.
Next, we consider the regularity statements. Clearly, the fact that
f ¥Zpnor(“W, LaTM) entails N(E) ¥ Lp(“W). The converse implication
follows from the fact thatN(E) ¥ Lp(“W)S ,E|“W ¥ Lp(“W) in the sense of
the nontangential convergence; cf. [28]. Note that, granted the member-
ship of f to Zpnor(“W), (4.68) entails the fact that E belongs to B1/p, p*p (W).
This proves (i).
The left-to-right implication in (ii) is seen from the identity
nNH=− 1
ik
d“(nNE)=−
1
ik
d“f, (4.73)
since (Da+1+k2) H=0 andN(H) ¥ Lp(“W) entail the existence of H|“W in
Lp(“W, La+1TM). The opposite implication is a consequence of (4.69), the
fact that the operators (4.52), (4.7) are isomorphisms (cf. Theorems 4.8,
4.7), and the estimates (2.31)–(2.32).
That any of the two sides of the equivalence in (ii) implies the mem-
bership of H to B1/p, p*p (W) is a consequence of (4.69), Theorem 2.4, and
Proposition 2.7.
Finally, (iii) is a direct consequence of (i) and (ii). L
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Remark. Theboundaryproblem (BVP4)k, a becomes, after eliminatingH,
(BVP5)k, a ˛E ¥ Lp(W, LaTM), dE ¥ Lp(W, La+1TM),(Da+k2) E=0 in W,
dE=0 in W,
nNE=f ¥Xpa+1(“W).
Consequently, the conclusions (i)–(iii) in the Theorem 4.9 (with H := 1ik dE)
apply to (BVP5)k, a also.
Theorem 4.10. Let W be a Lipschitz domain and let k ¥ C, e=e(W) > 0
be as in Theorem 4.9. Then, for 2− e < p < 2+e, and 0 [ a [ m consider the
mapping
Ck, a : X
p
a+1(“W)QYpa (“W) (4.74)
given by
Ck, a(f) :=nKH, (4.75)
where (E, H) is the solution of the boundary problem (BVP4)k, a with
boundary datum f. Then:
(i) Ck, a is an isomorphism of X
p
a+1(“W) onto Ypa (“W);
(ii) Ck, a mapsZ
p
nor(“W, La+1TM) isomorphically ontoZptan(“W, LaTM);
(iii) Ck, a mapsW
p
nor(“W, La+1TM) isomorphically ontoWptan(“W, LaTM);
(iv) Ck, a maps L
p, d
nor (“W, La+1TM) isomorphically onto Lp, dtan (“W, LaTM);
(v) C−1k, a=(−1)
m(a+1)+1 f Ck, m− a−1f.
Proof. Clearly, if (E, H) solves the boundary problem (BVP4)k, a with
boundary datum f, then the pair (fH, (−1)a (fE)) solves (BVP4)k, m− a−1
with boundary datum nN (fH)=(−1)a f (nKH). Thus,
(−1)m(a+1)+1 (fCk, m− a−1f)(nKH)=(−1) (a+1)(m+1) f [nK (−1)a (fE)]
=nNE=f. (4.76)
From this and Theorem 4.9, (i)–(v) in Theorem 4.10 follow easily. We omit
the details. L
Let us point out that Ck, a is sometimes referred to as the Caldero´n
operator (or, capacity operator, current-to-voltage operator).
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5. GREEN OPERATORS FOR THE HODGE–LAPLACIAN AND
THE HODGE DIRAC OPERATOR
Here, again, we retain our usual hypotheses on M and its metric; cf.
Section 2. In this section, our aim is to discuss several basic boundary value
problems for the Hodge–Laplacian and the Hodge Dirac operator in a
Lipschitz subdomain W of M. For related problems in smoother domains
the reader is also referred to [5, 8, 9, 35–38]. Our treatment is based on
integral methods. In particular, this allows for a constructive approach to
the existence (and properties) of the associated Green operators, i.e., the
solution operators for the problems under discussion.
To begin with, for 1 < p <. and 0 [ a [ m, set
Hp, aK (W) :=N
p
a (dK, W) 5Npa (d, W)
={u ¥ Lp(W, LaTM); du=0, du=0, nKu=0}, (5.1)
and
Hp, aN (W) :=N
p
a (dN, W) 5Npa (d, W)
={v ¥ Lp(W, LaTM); dv=0, dv=0, nN v=0}. (5.2)
The spaces Hp, aK (W),H
p, a
N (W) will be referred to as the Dirichlet and
Neumann, respectively, harmonic fields of W. It has been proved in [28]
that for any Lipschitz domain W there exists e=e(W) > 0 so thatHp, aK (W),
Hp, aN (W) are independent of p ¥ (2− e, 2+e) and
dimHp, aN (W)=bm− a(W), dimH
p, a
K (W)=ba(W), (5.3)
where bj(W) is the jth Betti number of W. In light of these results, we may
occasionally suppress the dependence of p whenever |p−2| < e and simply
write HaN(W), H
a
K(W). From [28], we also know that N(u) ¥ Lp(“W) for
any u ¥Hp, aN (W) 2Hp, aK (W), provided |p−2| < e. In particular, u|“W makes
sense in this case.
Our first theorem in this section is as follows.
Theorem 5.1. For any W Lipschitz domain there exists e=e(W) > 0 so
that, for any 2− e < p < 2+e and 0 [ a [ m, the Lp-Poisson boundary
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problem for the Hodge–Laplacian (with homogeneous relative boundary
conditions)
(BVP6)a ˛Dau=g ¥ Lp(W, LaTM),u, ddu, ddu ¥ Lp(W, LaTM),du ¥ Lp(W, La+1TM), du ¥ Lp(W, La−1TM),
nKu=0 in B− 1p, p(“W, La−1TM),
nKdu=0 in B− 1p, p(“W, LaTM)
has a solution if and only if the datum g satisfies the compatibility condition
g ¥ [HaK(W)]°, (5.4)
where [ · · · ]° refers to the annihilator of the set [ · · · ] in Lp(W, LaTM).
The space of null-solutions for (BVP6)a is preciselyH
a
K(W); in particular,
its dimension is ba(W) <..
Furthermore, if (5.4) is satisfied, the following are true:
(i) The forms du, du are uniquely determined and
||du||Lp(W)+||du||Lp(W)+||ddu||Lp(W)+||ddu||Lp(W) [ C ||g||Lp(W). (5.5)
Also,
du=0Z dg=0, du=0Z g ¥Npa (dK, W). (5.6)
(ii) The form u itself is uniquely determined if one also imposes the
normality condition
u ¥ [HaK(W)]° (5.7)
and an integral representation formula for u is available. Also, in this case,
||u||Lp(W) [ C ||g||Lp(W). (5.8)
(iii) The forms u, du, du belong to B1/p, p*p (W). In particular, if p=2,
then u, du, du ¥H1/2, 2(W) and the exponent 12 is sharp in the class of Lipschitz
domains.
Finally, a similar set of conclusions holds true for the Hodge-adjoint problem,
i.e., the Poisson problem with homogeneous absolute boundary conditions:
(BVP7)a ˛Dav=t ¥ Lp(W, LaTM),v, ddv, ddv ¥ Lp(W, LaKM),dv ¥ Lp(W, La+1TM), dv ¥ Lp(W, La−1TM),
nN v=0 in B− 1p, p(“W, La+1TM),
nNdv=0 in B− 1p, p(“W, LaTM).
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This time, the compatibility condition becomes
t ¥ [HaN(W)]° (5.9)
while the normality condition becomes
v ¥ [HaN(W)]°. (5.10)
Also, the space of null-solutions for (BVP7)a is H
a
N(W). In particular, its
dimension is bm− a(W) <..
In the proof of this theorem, the following lemma is going to play a
crucial role. To state it, let CV(x, y) be the Schwartz kernel of (Da−V)−1,
for some V ¥ C.(M) with V \ 0 and so that” ] supp V ıM0 W¯.
Lemma 5.2. For any Lipschitz domain W there exists e=e(W) > 0 with
the following significance. For each a ¥ {0, 1, ..., m} and p ¥ (2− e, 2+e), the
boundary value problem
(BVP8)a ˛w ¥ C0(W, LaTM),Daw=0 in W,N(w),N(dw) ¥ Lp(“W),
nKw=f ¥ Lptan(“W, La−1TM),
nKdw=g ¥ Lptan(“W, LaTM)
is solvable if and only if
g ¥ {h|“W; h ¥HaK(W)}°, (5.11)
where { · · · }° refers to the annihilator of { · · · } in Lptan(“W, LaTM). If (5.11)
is true, then any solution can be expressed in the form ‘‘single layer+double
layer’’; i.e.,
w(x)=F
“W
OCV(x, y), k1(y)P ds(y)
+F
“W
OdyCV(x, y), k2(y)P ds(y) x ¥ W, (5.12)
for suitable k1 ¥ Lptan(“W, LaTM), k2 ¥ Lptan(“W, La−1TM). Furthermore,
matters can be arranged so that
||k1 ||Lp(“W)+||k2 ||Lp(“W) [ C(||f||Lp(“W)+||g||Lp(“W)) (5.13)
for some C > 0 independent of w.
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The space of null solutions for (BVP8)a is H
a
K(W); in particular, dw and
dw are uniquely determined. Moreover, whenever (5.11) is satisfied,
dw ¥ Lp(W, La−1TM)Z f ¥Zptan(“W, La−1TM) (5.14)
and
ddw, ddw ¥ Lp(W, LaTM)Z g ¥Zptan(“W, LaTM). (5.15)
Proof. Results of this type have been established in [28]. In fact,
everything except for (5.14) and (5.15) is contained in Section 5 of [28]. In
dealing with the two remaining equivalences, the crux of the matter is
proving that whenever w ¥ C0(W, LaTM) satisfies
Daw ¥ Lp(W, LaTM), N(w),N(dw) ¥ Lp(“W),
,w|“W ¥ Lp(“W, LaTM), ,(dw)|“W ¥ Lp(“W, La+1TM) and (5.16)
nK (w|“W) ¥Zptan(“W, La−1TM),
then also
dw ¥ Lp(W, La−1TM), (5.17)
plus a natural estimate.
To see this, fix a purely imaginary complex number k (so that k ¨
10 [ a [ m Spec(Ma); cf. the discussion in Section 4) and then set up the
integral operators corresponding to the Schwartz kernel of (Da+k2)−1. We
shall make use of an integral representation formula valid for w satisfying
(5.16) to the effect that
w=Pk, a((Da+k2) w)
−dSk, a+1[(−
1
2 I+Nk, a+1)
−1 (nNTr(Pk, a(Da+k2) w))]
−Sk, a[(−
1
2 I+Nk, a)
−1 (nNTr(dPk, a(Da+k2) w))]
+dSk, a+1[(−
1
2 I+Nk, a+1)
−1 [nNSk, a((− 12 I+Nk, a)−1
×(nNTr(dPk, a(Da+k2) w)))]]−Sk, a(nK (dw)|“W)
+dSk, a+1[(−
1
2 I+Nk, a+1)
−1 (nNSk, a(nK (dw)|“W))]
+Sk, a[(−
1
2 I+Nk, a)
−1 (nNdSk, a(nK (dw)|“W))]
−dSk, a+1[(−
1
2 I+Nk, a+1)
−1 [nNSk, a((− 12 I+Nk, a)−1
×(nNdSk, a(nK (dw)|“W)))]]−dSk, a−1(nK (w|“W))
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+dSk, a+1[(−
1
2 I+Nk, a+1)
−1 (nNdSk, a−1(nK (w|“W)))]
−k2Sk, a[(−
1
2 I+Nk, a)
−1 (nNSk, a−1(nK (w|“W)))]
+k2dSk, a+1[(−
1
2 I+Nk, a+1)
−1
×(nNSk, a(− 12 I+Nk, a)−1 (nNSk, a−1(nK (w|“W))))]
−Sk, a[(−
1
2 I+Nk, a)
−1 (nNdSk, a−2(d“(nK (w|“W))))]
+dSk, a+1[(−
1
2 I+Nk, a+1)
−1
×[nNSk, a(− 12 I+Nk, a)−1 (nNdSk, a−2(d“(nK (w|“W))))]]
=: I1+I2+·· ·+I13+I14, (5.18)
in Lp(W, LaTM). The identity (5.18) is proved by integrating w against the
Green function of the problem (BVP8)a and successive integrations by
parts. We refer the reader to Lemma 13.1 in [28] where a formula in the
same spirit is proved.
Observe that d annihilates I2, I4, I6, I8, I10, I12, and I14. Also, dI1, dI3, dI5,
dI7, and dI11, clearly belong to Lp(W, La−1TM). It remains to analyze dI9
and dI13. We write
dI9=ddSk, a−1(nKw|“W)
=−ddSk, a−1(nKw|“W)+k2Sk, a−1(nKw|“W)
=−dSk, a−2(d“(nKw|“W))+k2Sk, a−1(nKw|“W), (5.19)
where the last equality utilizes (3.77). In this latter form Lemma 4.1 applies,
since nKw ¥Zptan(“WLa−1TM) entails d“(nKw|“W) ¥Ypa−2(“W). Thus, we
arrive at the conclusion that dI9 ¥ Lp(W, La−1TM).
As for dI13, we have
U :=dSk, a−2(d“(nK (w|“W))) ¥ Dpa−1(d, W)S nNU ¥Xpa (“W)
S (− 12 I+Nk, a)−1 (nNU) ¥Xpa (“W)
SSk, a[(− 12 I+Nk, a)−1 (nNU)] ¥H1, p(W, LaTM), (5.20)
thanks to Lemma 4.1. This gives dI13 ¥ Lp(W, La−1TM), as desired.
At this point, we have proved that (5.16) implies (5.17) which takes care
of the right-to-left implication in (5.14). The opposite one is obvious from
the definition of Zptan(“W, LaTM) and this completes the proof of the
equivalence (5.14).
Turning our attention to (5.15), it is easy to see that this follows by
applying (5.14) to the form dw plus the fact that Daw=0. L
Now, we are ready to present the
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Proof of Theorem 5.1. Consider V ¥ C.(M) a scalar, positive function
so that” ] supp V ıM0 W¯ and denote by CV(x, y) the Schwartz kernel of
(D−V)−1. Also, let PV be the integral operator with kernel CV(x, y).
Finally, let e > 0 be such that the previous Lp-results work for 2− e < p <
2+e. We look for a solution for the boundary value problem (BVP6)a in
the form
u :=PVg+w, (5.21)
where w is yet to be determined. Specifically, we take w to be a solution of
(BVP9)a ˛Daw=0 in W,N(w),N(dw) ¥ Lp(“W),
nKw=−nKTr[PVg] ¥ Lptan(“W, La−1TM),
nKdw=−nKTr[dPVg] ¥ Lptan(“W, LaTM).
For this strategy to work, we need that (BVP9)a is solvable which, by
Lemma 5.2, is the same thing as
nKTr[dPVg] ¥ {h|“W; h ¥HaK(W)}°. (5.22)
Let us verify (5.22). Fix h ¥HaK(W) arbitrary and, using the support
condition for V, write
F
“W
OnKTr[dPVg], hP ds=−FF
W
OddPVg, hP dVol
=FF
W
OddPVg+g, hP dVol
=FF
W
Og, hP dVol. (5.23)
Thus, (BVP9)a is solvable if and only if (5.4) holds. Assuming that (5.4) is
valid, we now proceed to verify that u is indeed a solution of (BVP6)a. In
fact, we only need to check that
du ¥ Lp(W, La−1TM) and ddu, ddu ¥ Lp(W, LaTM). (5.24)
Granted (5.21) this comes down to
dw ¥ Lp(W, La−1TM) and ddw, ddw ¥ Lp(W, LaTM), (5.25)
and further, by (5.14)–(5.15) in Lemma 5.2, to
nKTr[PVg] ¥Zptan(“W, La−1TM), (5.26)
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and
nKTr[dPVg] ¥Zptan(“W, LaTM). (5.27)
In turn, these are immediate from the mapping properties of PV and the
definition of the spaceZptan(“W, LaTM).
Summarizing, we have proved that (BVP6)a is solvable if (5.4) is
satisfied. Furthermore, our solution is constructive in the sense that u can
be represented as a ‘‘volume potential plus a single layer plus a double
layer’’; i.e.,
u(x)=FF
W
OCV(x, y), g(y)P dVol(y)+F
“W
OCV(x, y), k1(y)P ds(y)
+F
“W
OdyCV(x, y), k2(y)P ds(y), (5.28)
where k1 ¥ Lptan(“W, LaTM) and k2 ¥ Lptan(“W, La−1TM) are appropriately
chosen. This follows from (5.21) and (5.12). The fact that the solvability of
(BVP6)a implies (5.4) is a consequence of straightforward integrations by
parts.
Turning attention to the space of null-solutions, we first note that if u
solves the homogeneous version of (BVP6)a for some p ¥ (2− e, 2+e) then
u is ‘‘regular’’ enough so that the identity (5.18) can be applied with w :=u.
This yields
−u=k2dSk, a+1[(−
1
2 I+Nk, a+1)
−1 (nNTr(Pk, au))]
+k2Sk, a[(−
1
2 I+Nk, a)
−1 (nNTr(dPk, au))]
−k2dSk, a+1[(−
1
2 I+Nk, a+1)
−1
×(nNSk, a((− 12 I+Nk, a)−1 (nNTr(dPk, au))))]
−k2Pk, au=: I1+I2+I3+I4 (5.29)
so that, further,
I4 ¥H2, p(W), N(Ij) ¥ Lp(“W), N(dIj) ¥ Lp(“W), j=1, 2, 3. (5.30)
In fact, a similar conclusion also holds for du, but the calculation is more
involved. More specifically, since the form du enjoys similar properties to u,
the identity (5.18) can also be written for w :=du ; that is,
−du=k2dSk, a+2[(−
1
2 I+Nk, a+2)
−1 (nNTr(Pk, a+1(du)))]
+k2Sk, a+1[(−
1
2 I+Nk, a+1)
−1 (nNTr(dPk, a+1(du)))]
−k2dSk, a+2[(−
1
2 I+Nk, a+2)
−1
×(nNSk, a+1((− 12 I+Nk, a+1)−1 (nNTr(dPk, a+1(du)))))]
−k2Pk, a+1(du)=: II1+II2+II3+II4 (5.31)
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Given the discussion in Section 2, an inspection of (5.31) reveals that
II4 ¥H2, p(W), N(dIIj) ¥ Lp(“W), j=1, 2, 3. (5.32)
Thus, (5.30), (5.32), and a version of the uniqueness part in Lemma 5.2
allow us to conclude that u ¥HaK(W), as desired.
Parenthetically, let us point out that we could have reached the same
conclusion by proceeding as follows. Let u be a null-solution of (BVP6)a
and fix an arbitrary form g ¥ [HaK(W)]°, where the annihilator is taken in
Lq(W, LaTM), 1/p+1/q=1. Using the existence part, we can produce w
solution of the Lq version of (BVP6)a with datum g. Then, starting with
>>W Ou, DawP, we can arrive, via successive integrations by parts, to the
conclusion that >>W Ou, gP=0. Thus, since g was arbitrary, we get
u ¥HaK(W) as desired.
Conversely, any element from HaK(W) is a null-solution for (BVP6)a,
and this takes care of the uniqueness part in the theorem. Now, the fact
that du and du are uniquely determined follows directly from this. The
estimate (5.5) is a consequence of (5.28) and (5.13).
The left-to-right implication in the first equivalence in (5.6) is a direct
consequences of the fact that Da ‘‘commutes’’ with d. As for the opposite
one, if dg=0 then, clearly, du is a null-solution for (BVP6)a+1. Thus
du ¥Ha+1K (W) which, in turn, implies >>W Odu, duP=0 via an integration by
parts. Hence, du=0 as desired.
Essentially the same type of argument works for the second equivalence
in (5.6). Specifically, since Da commutes with d, du=0 forces dg=0.
Moreover, nKg=−nK (ddu)=d“(nKdu)=0. This proves the right-to-left
implication in the second equivalence in (5.6). Next, if dg=0, then
w :=du ¥ Lp(W, La−1TM) satisfies nKw=−d“(nKu)=0 and
nKdw=nKddu=−nKddu− nKg=d“(nKdu)=0,
by assumptions. Thus, w=du is a null-solution of (BVP6)a−1; i.e.,
du ¥Ha−1K (W). Now, starting with >>W Odu, duP and utilizing ddu=0,
nKu=0, an integration by parts gives du=0. This finishes the proof of
(5.6).
Obviously, granted the independence of Hp, aK (W) on p ¥ (2− e, 2+e),
the condition (5.7) determines u uniquely. The point (iii) is seen from
Theorem 2.6 and the assumptions on u.
Finally, the fact that similar conclusions hold for the Poisson problem
for the Hodge–Laplacian with homogeneous absolute boundary conditions
follows from what we have proved up to this point and the properties of
the Hodge star-operator. This completes the proof of Theorem 5.1. L
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In the following, fix a Lipschitz domain W and let e > 0 be so that all our
previous Lp-results are valid for 2− e < p < 2+e. Going further, for each
a ¥ {0, 1, ..., m}, denote by
ha1, h
a
2, ..., h
a
bm− a(W) (5.33)
a fixed basis forHaK(W) and set
Aa :=[(Oh
a
j , h
a
kP)j, k]
−1, Aa a bm− a(W)×bm− a(W) matrix. (5.34)
Also, for each p ¥ (2− e, 2+e), introduce the (projection) operator
PaK: L
p(W, LaTM)Q Lp(W, LaTM),
PaKu :=C
j
ajh
a
j , where (aj)j :=Aa(Ou, h
a
jPj).
(5.35)
It is clear that the definition of PaK is independent of the basis (5.33). The
Green operator for the Hodge–Laplacian with relative boundary conditions
is then defined for each p ¥ (2− e, 2+e) by
GaK: L
p(W, LaTM)Q Lp(W, LaTM)
GaKw := the unique solution of (BVP6)a, (5.4), and (5.7)
with datum PaKw−w.
(5.36)
Similarly, for p ¥ (2− e, 2+e), the Green operator for the Hodge–
Laplacian with absolute boundary conditions is defined by
GaK: L
p(W, LaTM)Q Lp(W, LaTM)
GaNw :=the unique solution of (BVP7)a, (5.9), and (5.10)
with datum PaNw−w.
(5.37)
Here, PaN :=fPm− aK is the projection operator of Lp(W, LaTM) onto the
finite dimensional spaceHaN(W), 2− e < p < 2+e.
Several properties which are simple consequences of the results proved so
far are as follows. First, the operator dual to GaN acting on L
p(W, LaTM) is
GaN acting on L
q(W, LaTM), where p, q ¥ (2− e, 2+e), 1p+
1
q=1. Also,
dGaK=G
a+1
K d on D
p
a (d, W) and
dGaN=G
a+1
N d on D
p
a (dN, W), (5.38)
dGaN=G
a−1
N d on D
p
a (d, W) and
dGaK=G
a−1
K d on D
p
a (dK, W), (5.39)
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fGaN=Gm− aK f on Dpa (d, W) and
fGaK=Gm− aN f on Dpa (d, W). (5.40)
One important aspect of our approach is the constructive proof of the
existence of the Green operators GaK, G
a
N. As explained in the course of the
Proof of Theorem 5.1, there are explicit integral representations of GaK, G
a
N
in terms of potentials. Theorem 5.1 also yields mapping properties for GaN
and GaK. More specifically, for each 2− e < p < 2+e, a ¥ {0, 1, ..., m}, the
point (iii) in Theorem 5.1 gives that
GaN, G
a
K: L
p(W, LaTM)Q B1/p, p*p (W, LaTM),
dGaN, dG
a
K: L
p(W, LaTM)Q B1/p, p*p (W, La+1TM),
dGaN, dG
a
K: L
p(W, LaTM)Q B1/p, p*p (W, La−1TM)
(5.41)
are well-defined and bounded operators. In particular, when p=2, the
above operators map L2(W) boundedly into H1/2, 2(W) and (as simple
counterexamples in sectors of the complex plane show), the exponent 12 is
optimal in the class of Lipschitz domains. This stands in sharp contrast
with the case of smooth domains for which H1/2, 2 can be replaced by H1, 2.
It should be pointed out that under additional (suitable) convexity
assumptions, it has been proved in [31] that
GaN, G
a
K: L
2(W, LaTM)QH 12, 2(W, LaTM),
dGaN: L
2(W, LaTM)QH 12, 2(W, La+1TM),
dGaK: L
2(W, LaTM)QH 12, 2(W, La−1TM)
(5.42)
are, nonetheless, bounded operators. We shall not dwell on this here and
refer the interested reader to [31] instead.
Certain spectral properties of independent interest for these Green
operators are summarized below.
Proposition 5.3. Let W be a Lipschitz domain in M. Then there exists
e=e(W) > 0 with the following significance. For each 2− e < p < 2+e and
0 [ a [ m, the operator GaN is compact on Lp(W, LaTM). Its spectrum,
s(GaN; L
p(W, LaTM)), is a bounded, countable set of nonnegative numbers,
accumulating at most at zero and which is independent of p.
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Furthermore, l > 0 has the property that l−1 ¥ s(GaN; Lp(W, LaTM)) if
and only if there exists a nonzero a-form v so that
−Dav=lv,
v, ddv, ddv ¥ Lp(W, LaTM),
dv ¥ Lp(W, La+1TM), dv ¥ Lp(W, La−1TM),
nN v=0 in B−1p, p(“W, La+1TM),
nNdv=0 in B−1p, p(“W, LaTM).
(5.43)
If Epa, l(W) stands for the linear space of solutions of (5.43), then this is finite
dimensional, independent of p, and satisfies (a generalized McKean–Singer
telescopic formula)
C
m
a=0
(−1)a dim(Epa, l(W))=0, -l. (5.44)
Moreover, the Künneth type formula
Epa, l(W1×W2)= C
r1+r2=a
C
m1+m2=l
Epr1, m1 (W1) é Epr2, m2 (W2) (5.45)
is valid for any two Lipschitz domains Wj …Mj, j=1, 2.
Finally, similar properties are valid for the operator GaK.
Proof. The fact that GaN is compact on L
p follows from (5.41). In
particular, its spectrum consists of eigenvalues which accumulate at most at
zero. It is also clear that Epa, l(W) is precisely the eigenspace corresponding
to l−1 ¥ s(GaN; Lp). Since, by (5.41) and classical embedding results, this
latter space is independent of p ¥ (2− e, 2+e), it follows that s(GaK; Lp)
is in fact independent of p. That any eigenvalue is nonnegative is a
consequence of the fact that GaN \ 0, as an operator on L2(W).
We now turn our attention to (5.44). To this end, let us introduce the
finite dimensional spaces
Apa, l(W) :={v ¥ Epa, l(W); dv=0}, Bpa, l(W) :={v ¥ Epa, l(W); dv=0}.
(5.46)
Then, so we claim,
Epa, l(W)=A
p
a, l(W) ÀBpa, l(W). (5.47)
Indeed, this is a simple consequence of the identity u=d(dGaNu) À d(dGaNu)
valid for any u ¥ Epa, l(W). Next, it is not difficult to check that d: Bpa−1, l(W)QApa, l(W) is an isomorphism. Consequently, dimBpa−1, l(W)=dimApa, l(W).
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With this at hand, (5.47) gives
C
m
a=0
(−1)a dim(Epa, l(W))=dim(A
p
0, l(W))+(−1)
m dim(Bpm, l(W))=0,
(5.48)
where the last equality follows from simple degree considerations.
As for (5.45), which answers a question raised by B. Colbois, the right-
to-left inclusion is simple so we concentrate on the opposite one. Note
that there is no loss of generality in assuming that p=2. Fix some
u ¥ E2a, l(W1×W2) and, for each r1+r2=a, consider the orthonormal bases
in L2(Wj, L rjTMj), j=1, 2, consisting of forms u
rj
mj, n ¥ E
2
rj, mj (Wj), indexed
by n and mj. Here n=1, 2, ..., and mj is either 0 or m
−1
j belongs to the
spectrum of the Green operator (5.37) on L2(Wj, L rjTMj).
Writing u=; c(r1, r2, m1, m2, nŒ, nœ) u r1m1, nŒ é u r2m2, nœ and the fact that lu=
−DM1 ×M2u, it is immediate that m1+m2=l. This, in turn, readily entails
(5.45). The proof is finished. L
We are now ready to state and prove the ‘‘full’’ Lp-Poisson problem for
the Hodge–Laplacian with relative and absolute boundary conditions.
Theorem 5.4. Let W be a Lipschitz domain in M. Then there exists
e=e(W) > 0 so that, if 2− e < p < 2+e and 0 [ a [ m, then the Lp-Poisson
problem for the Hodge–Laplacian with relative boundary conditions
(BVP10)a ˛Dau ¥ g ¥ Lp(W, LaTM),u, ddu, ddu ¥ Lp(W, LaTM),du ¥ Lp(W, La+1TM), du ¥ Lp(W, La−1TM),u ¥ [HaK(W)]°,
nKu=f ¥Ypa−1(“W),
nKdu=g ¥Ypa (“W)
has a solution if and only if the data satisfy the compatibility condition
FF
W
Og, wP dVol=F
“W
Og, wP ds, -w ¥HaK(W). (5.49)
The pairing in the right side of (5.49) should be understood as >>W OdW, wP
if g=nKW ¥Ypa (“W) for someW ¥ Dpa+1(d, W).
Granted (5.49), the solution is unique and satisfies
||u||Lp(W)+||du||Lp(W)+||du||Lp(W)+||ddu||Lp(W)+||ddu||Lp(W)
[ C(||g||Lp(W)+||f||Ypa−1(“W)+||g||Ypa (“W)). (5.50)
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Furthermore,
du=0Z dg=0 and g=0. (5.51)
A similar set of results is valid for the Lp-Poisson problem with absolute
boundary conditions; i.e.,
(BVP11)a ˛Dv=t ¥ Lp(W, LaTM),v, ddv, ddv ¥ Lp(W, LaTM),dv ¥ Lp(W, La+1TM), dv ¥ Lp(W, La−1TM),v ¥ [HaK(W)]°,
nN v=h ¥Xpa+1(“W),
nNdv=k ¥Xpa (“W),
subject to the (necessary) compatibility condition
FF
W
Ot, wP dVol=−F
“W
Ok, wP ds, -w ¥HaN(W). (5.52)
Proof. We shall only deal with (BVP10)a since (BVP11)a is its Hodge
dual version. The strategy is to reduce (BVP10)a to the case when f=0,
g=0, i.e., to the problem (BVP6)a. This can be done as follows. Let k ¥ C
be a fixed, purely imaginary number and consider a form w so that
(BVP12)a ˛ (Da+k2) w=0 in W,w, ddw, ddw ¥ Lp(W, LaTM),dw ¥ Lp(W, La+1TM), dw ¥ Lp(W, La−1TM),
nKw=f ¥Ypa−1(“W),
nKdw=g ¥Ypa (“W).
Also, let u˜ solve (BVP6)a for the datum g˜ :=g−Daw in W. Note that since
PaK(g˜)=0, this is equivalent to taking
u˜ :=−GaK(g˜). (5.53)
Then, so we claim,
u :=u˜+w−PaK(u˜+w) (5.54)
solves (BVP10)a and satisfies (5.50). For this program to work, we need
that w and u˜ exist and satisfy natural estimates. Now, the existence of w is
assured by taking
w :=Sk, a[(−
1
2 I+Mk, a)
−1 g]+dSk, a−1[f− nKSk, a[(− 12 I+Mk, a)−1 g]],
(5.55)
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where Sk, a, Mk, a, are as in Section 2–3. Note that, from (5.55) and the
mapping properties of the operators involved, w constructed above also
satisfies
||w||Lp(W)+||dw||Lp(W)+||dw||Lp(W)+||ddw||Lp(W)+||ddw||Lp(W)
[ C(||f||Ypa−1(“W)+||g||Ypa (“W)). (5.56)
Second, the fact that u˜ exists (plus accompanying estimates) is a conse-
quence of the fact that (BVP6)a is solvable for the datum g˜; i.e., the
compatibility condition g˜ ¥ [HaK(W)]° is satisfied. In turn, this can be
readily justified from (BVP12)a and integrations by parts.
Finally, (5.51) is a consequence of the uniqueness part in the statement
of the theorem applied to du. Also, the corresponding set of results for the
Lp-Poisson problem with absolute boundary conditions follows from what
we have proved so far by applying the Hodge star operator. L
Next, we introduce the space
Ha, p(W) :={u ¥ Lp(W, LaTM); du=0, du=0 in W}. (5.57)
Lemma 5.5. Assume that W is a Lipschitz domain in M. For 2− e < p <
2+e, e=e(W) > 0, and a ¥ {0, 1, ..., m} consider the application
pa : Lp(W, LaTM)Q Lp(W, LaTM), pa(u) :=u−ddGaKu−ddGaNu.
(5.58)
Then:
(i) pa is linear and bounded;
(ii) pa(u)=uZ u ¥Ha, p(W);
(iii) p2a=pa;
(iv) The adjoint of pa acting on Lp(W, LaTM) is pa acting on
Lq(W, LaTM), for 1p+
1
q=1.
In particular, for p=2, pa is the orthogonal projection of L2(W, LaTM) onto
the closed subspaceHa, 2(W).
Proof. (i) is clear from the properties of GaN, G
a
K. The right-to-left
implication in (ii) is a direct consequence of (5.39). To see the opposite one,
fix some u ¥ Lp(W, LaTM) so that pa(u)=u and let uj ¥ Dpa (d, W) 5
Dpa (d, W) be such that uj Q u in Lp(W, LaTM). Then, dpa(uj)=duj+
Da+1G
a+1
K (duj)=0, dpa(uj)=duj+Da−1G
a−1
N (duj)=0; i.e., pa(uj) ¥Ha, p(W)
and pa(uj)Q pa(u)=u. It follows that u ¥Ha, p(W) as desired. The rest of
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the lemma follows if we show that, for p=2, pa is the orthogonal projec-
tion of L2(W, LaTM) onto H2, a(W). Indeed, the only thing left to check
is that
Ou−pa(u), hP=0, -h ¥Ha, 2(W). (5.59)
However, this is immediate from the definition of pa and repeated
integrations by parts. L
Our next result is a mixed Lp-Poisson problem for the Hodge–Laplacian
with homogeneous boundary conditions.
Theorem 5.6. For any Lipschitz domain W there exists e=e(W) > 0 with
the following significance. For any 2− e < p < 2+e and any a ¥ {0, 1, ..., m},
the mixed Poisson boundary problem (with homogeneous boundary conditions)
for the Hodge–Laplacian
(BVP13)a ˛Dau=m ¥ Lp(W, LaTM),u, ddu, ddu ¥ Lp(W, LaTM),du ¥ Lp(W, La+1TM), du ¥ Lp(W, La−1TM),
nKdu=0 in B− 1p, p(“W, LaTM),
nNdu=0 in B− 1p, p(“W, LaTM)
is solvable if and only if
m ¥ [Ha, q(W)]°,
1
p
+
1
q
=1; (5.60)
here [ · · · ]° refers to the annihilator of [ · · · ] in Lp(W, LaTM).
(i) The space of null-solutions is precisely the infinite-dimensional
spaceHa, p(W). In particular, du, du are uniquely determined and
||du||Lp(W)+||du||Lp(W) [ C ||m||Lp(W). (5.61)
(ii) Granted (5.60), the solution is uniquely determined by the
specification
u ¥ [Ha, q(W)]°, (5.62)
and, in this case,
||u||Lp(W) [ C ||m||Lp(W). (5.63)
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(iii) Assuming that (5.60) is satisfied, any solution u has the property
that
du ¥ B1/p, p*p (W, La+1TM), du ¥ B1/p, p*p (W, La−1TM). (5.64)
In particular, when p=2, du and du have H1/2, 2(W)-coefficients.
(iv) For any solution u, there hold du=0Z m ¥Npa (dN, W) and du=
0Z m ¥Npa (dK, W).
Proof. Retain the notation introduced at the beginning of the proof of
Theorem 5.1. We look for a solution to (BVP13)a in the form
u :=PVm+w, (5.65)
where w is a solution of
(BVP14)a ˛Daw=0 in W,N(w),N(dw),N(dw) ¥ Lp(“W),
nKdw=−nKTr[dPVm] ¥ Lptan(“W, LaTM),
nNdw=−nNTr[dPVm] ¥ Lpnor(“W, LaTM).
From Theorem 5.2 in [28] it is known that the boundary problem
(BVP14)a is solvable if and only if
nKTr[dPVm]− nNTr[dPVm]
belongs to the annihilator (taken in Lp(“W, LaTM), 1p+1q=1) of the set
{h|“W; h ¥ C0(W, LaTM),N(h) ¥ Lq(“W), dh=0, dh=0.} (5.66)
Let us verify that (5.60) implies the aforementioned compatibility condi-
tion. Indeed, with h as in (5.66), granted (5.60) and the fact that supp V 5
W¯=”, we have that
F
“W
OnKTr[dPVm], hP ds=−FF
W
OddPVm, hP dVol
=FF
W
OddPVm, hP dVol
=F
“W
OnNTr[dPVm], hP ds. (5.67)
Hence, we can find a solution w of (BVP14)a, which also satisfies natural
estimates. Moreover, from [28], w is constructively described as a single
layer potential plus a derivative of a single layer potential, both of which
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act on Lp boundary forms. In particular, from the results in Section 2,
w ¥ B1/p, p*p (W, LaTM). A similar conclusion applies to dw and dw.
Going further, with w at hand, we can construct u as in (5.65). For u to
solve (BVP13)a, we only need to check that ddu, ddu ¥ Lp(W, LaTM) or,
since Daw=0, ddw ¥ Lp(W, LaTM). However, this follows from Lemma 5.2
given that the boundary datum satisfies
nKTr[dPVm] ¥Zptan(“W, LaTM). (5.68)
At this stage, we have shown that, given (5.60), the boundary problem
(BVP14)a is solvable. The converse implication follows by simple integration
by parts which we omit.
Consider next a null-solution u of (BVP13)a. It follows that du is a null-
solution of (BVP6)a+1 and, hence, du ¥Ha+1K (W). This forces du=0 as
simple integrations by parts show. Similarly du=0, so that u ¥Ha, p(W).
Consequently, the space of null-solution for (BVP13)a is precisely
Ha, p(W). Now, the right-to-left implications in (iv) are readily implied by
this and integrations by parts. As for the first left-to-right implication in
(iv) observe that, granted the membership of m to Npa (dN, W), the form
w :=du ¥ Lp(W, La+1TM) is a null-solution of (BVP13)a+1. Hence, du ¥
Ha+1, p(W) and, further, du ¥Ha+1, pK (W) by assumptions. As before, this
ultimately yields du=0, as desired. The second left-to-right implication in
(iv) is handled similarly. The opposite implications are simpler and follow
from commutation relations. This finishes the proof of (iv).
Next, (5.61) and (iii) are consequences of the constructive way in which
the solutions are described, plus the mapping properties of the operators
involved. As for (ii), we first note that the normalization (5.62) is possible
by replacing u, constructed before, by u˜ :=u−pa(u). Now, pa(u˜)=0 so
that, if h ¥Ha, q(W),
Ou˜, hP=Ou˜, pa(h)P=Opa(u˜), hP=0. (5.69)
Regarding the uniqueness of a solution satisfying (5.62), observe that, if u
is a null-solution for (BVP13)a so that (5.62) holds, then u ¥Ha, p(W) and,
-v ¥ Lq(W, LaTM), 1p+1q=1,
Ou, vP=Opa(u), vP=Ou, pa(v)P=0 (5.70)
since pa(v) ¥Ha, q(W). Thus, necessarily, u=0. This completes the proof of
Theorem 5.6. L
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At this stage we can define the Green operator for the boundary problem
(BVP13)a by setting
Ga0: L
p(W, LaTM)Q Lp(W, LaTM)
Ga0w :=the unique solution of (BVP13)a, (5.60), and (5.62)
with datum pa(w)−w.
(5.71)
Note that, once again, the description of this operator is constructive in
that the solution of (BVP13)a is obtained via integral operators. Also,
Theorem 5.6 can be rephrased in terms of mapping properties for Ga0.
We are now in a position to formulate and solve the full mixed
Lp-Poisson problem for the Hodge–Laplacian.
Theorem 5.7. Let W be a Lipschitz domain in M. Then there exists
e=e(W) > 0 so that for each 2− e < p < 2+e and 0 [ a [ m, the mixed
Lp-Poisson problem
(BVP15)a ˛Dau=m ¥ Lp(W, LaTM),u, ddu, ddu ¥ Lp(W, LaTM),du ¥ Lp(W, La+1TM), du ¥ Lp(W, La−1TM),
nKdu=f ¥Ypa (“W),
nNdu=g ¥Xpa (“W),
u ¥ [Ha, q(W)]°, 1p+
1
q=1,
has solution if and only if the compatibility condition
FF
W
Om, wP dVol=F
“W
Of−g, wP ds, -w ¥Ha, q(W), (5.72)
is satisfied. Granted (5.72), the solution is unique and satisfies
||u||Lp(W)+||du||Lp(W)+||du||Lp(W)+||ddu||Lp(W)+||ddu||Lp(W)
[ C(||m||Lp(W)+||f||Ypa (“W)+||g||Xpa (“W)). (5.73)
Also,
du=0Z dm=0 and f=0, du=0Z dm=0 and g=0.
(5.74)
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Proof. We look for u in the form
u :=u˜+w−pa(u˜+w), (5.75)
where w solves
(BVP16)a ˛ (Da+k2) w=0 in W,w, ddw, ddw ¥ Lp(W, LaTM),dw ¥ Lp(W, La+1TM), dw ¥ Lp(W, La−1TM),
nKdw=f ¥Ypa (“W),
nNdw=g ¥Xpa (“W),
and u˜ solves (BVP13)a for the datum m˜ :=m−Daw. Since pa(m˜)=0 (see
below), this comes down to taking u˜ :=−Ga0(m˜).
Thus, all we need to check is that w and u˜ exist and satisfy natural
estimates. To this effect, consider
w :=k−2ddSk, a[(−
1
2 I+Mk, a)
−1 f]+k−2ddSk, a[(
1
2 I+Nk, a)
−1 g],
(5.76)
for some k ¥ C, Im k > 0. Note that the membership of w to Lp(W, LaTM)
follows from (5.76) much as in (3.79). Proceeding in a similar fashion, it is
not difficult to check that w solves (BVP16)a and obeys natural estimates.
As for u˜, we only need to verify that m˜ ¥ [Ha, q(W)]°, a compatibility
condition which ensures the solvability of (BVP13)a for the datum m˜.
However, this is a consequence of (5.72) and simple integrations by parts.
We omit the straightforward details. Finally, (5.74) follows from the
uniqueness part in Theorem 5.4. L
Next, we study the Green operators associated with boundary value
problems for the Dirac operator D :=d+d on the Grassmann algebra
G :=Â
m
a=0
LaTM. (5.77)
Specifically, for a Lipschitz domain W inM set
HK(W) :=Â
m
a=0
HaK(W) and HN(W) :=Â
m
a=0
HaN(W).
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Also, for 1 < p <., consider
(BVP17) ˛u, du, du ¥ Lp(W, G),(d+d) u=z ¥ Lp(W, G),
nKu=0 in B− 1p, p(“W, G).
The main result regarding the solvability of (BVP17) is as follows.
Theorem 5.8. Assume that W is a Lipschitz domain in M. There exists
e=e(W) > 0 so that the boundary problem (BVP17) is solvable for 2− e <
p < 2+e if and only if
z ¥ [HK(W)]°. (5.78)
Also:
(i) The space of null-solutions in HK(W), whose dimension is
;ma=0 ba(W) <.. In particular, du and du are uniquely determined and
||du||Lp(W)+||du||Lp(W) % ||z||Lp(W). (5.79)
(ii) Granted (5.78), the extra condition
u ¥ [HK(W)]° (5.80)
determines a unique solution u which also satisfies
||u||Lp(W) [ C ||z||Lp(W). (5.81)
(iii) Any solution u satisfies
ddu ¥ Lp(W, G)Z dz ¥ Lp(W, G), ddu=0Z dz=0 (5.82)
and
ddu ¥ Lp(W, G)Z dz ¥ Lp(W, G), ddu=0Z dz=0. (5.83)
(iv) Any solution u belongs to B1/p, p*p (W, G). In particular, if p=2,
then u ¥H1/2, 2(W, G). The exponent 1/2 is sharp in the class of Lipschitz
domains.
Similar conclusions are valid for the Hodge–dual boundary problem; i.e.,
(BVP18) ˛v, dv, dv ¥ Lp(W, G),(d+d) v=k ¥ Lp(W, G),
nN v=0 in B− 1p, p(“W, G).
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In this case, the counterpart of (5.80) reads
v ¥ [HN(W)]°, (5.84)
while the counterpart of (5.78) is
k ¥ [HN(W)]°. (5.85)
Finally, an analogous statement holds for the Dirac operator Da :=d+ad,
where a ¥ R0{0}.
Proof. Retain the notation introduced at the beginning of the proof of
Theorem 5.1. We look for a solution expressed as
u :=(d+d)PVz+(d+d) v, (5.86)
where v is assumed to solve the boundary problem
(BVP19) ˛Dv=0 in W,N(v),N(dv) ¥ Lp(“W, G),
nK v=0 on “W,
nKdv=−nKTr[(d+d)PVz] ¥ Lptan(“W, G),
One important aspect is that (5.80) decouples according to the natural
splitting of v ¥Áa LaTM in forms of homogeneous degrees. Consequently,
the theory in [28] applies for each degree separately and gives that
(BVP19) is solvable if and only if
nKTr[(d+d)PVz] ¥ {h|“W; h ¥HK(W)}°, (5.87)
which we now proceed to verify. Indeed, if h ¥HK(W), then
F
“W
OnKTr[(d+d)PVz], hP ds=FF
W
OddPVz, hP dVol
=−FF
W
OddPVz, hP dVol−FF
W
Oz, hP dVol
=−FF
W
Oz, hP dVol
=0, (5.88)
where the last equality follows from (5.78). The fact that (5.78) is necessary
for the solvability of (BVP17) follows from integrations by parts. To check
that (5.86) is actually a solution for (BVP17) we only need to verify that
dv, ddv, ddv ¥ Lp(W, G). (5.89)
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However, this is a consequence of the last part of Lemma 5.2. The first part
in the statement of Theorem 5.8 follows.
To describe the space of null-solutions, observe that if u solves the
homogeneous version of (BVP17) then du ¥HK(W)(=:Áma=0HaK(W)) and,
further, du ¥HK(W). Based on this and simple integrations by parts, we
may then conclude that du=0. This entails du=0 so that, finally,
u ¥HK(W). From this (i) is easily seen.
Following the same pattern as before, the rest of the theorem is more or
less a direct consequence of the results proved so far; we omit the
details. L
Theorem 5.8 allows us to introduce two Green operators for D=d+d
by setting
GDKw :=the unique solution of (BVP17), (5.78) and (5.80)
for the datum w−PKw, (5.90)
where w ¥ Lp(W, G), 2− e < p < 2+e, and PK :=Áma=0 PaK as well as
GDNw :=the unique solution of (BVP18), (5.84) and (5.85)
for the datum w−PNw, (5.91)
where w ¥ Lp(W, G), 2− e < p < 2+e, and PN :=Áma=0 PaN.
A direct calculation shows that fGDN=GDK f, the adjoint of GDN on
Lp(W, G) is GDN on L
q(W, G), 1p+
1
q=1, and
GDN p GDN=Â
m
a=0
GaN, G
D
K p GDK=Â
m
a=0
GaK. (5.92)
Here, GaK, G
a
K are the Green operators for the Hodge–Laplacian, introduced
in (5.36)–(5.37).
Once again, Theorem 5.8 can be rephrased in terms of the mapping
properties of GDN , G
D
K . Among other things,
GDN , G
D
K : L
p(W, G)Q B1/p, p*p (W, G) (5.93)
are well defined and bounded. In particular, when p=2, then GDN and G
D
K
map L2(W, G) into H1/2, 2(W, G) and the exponent 1/2 is sharp in the class
of Lipschitz domains.
Finally, we are now ready to present the full Lp-Poisson problem for the
Hodge Dirac operator D=d+d.
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Theorem 5.9. Let W be a Lipschitz domain in M. Then there exists
e=e(W) > 0 so that if 2− e < p < 2+e and a ¥ {0, 1, ..., m} then the
Lp-Poisson problem for the Hodge Dirac operator
(BVP20) ˛u, du, du ¥ Lp(W, G),(d+d) u=z ¥ Lp(W, G),
nKu=f ¥Yp(“W) :=Â
m
a=0
Ypa (“W),
u ¥ [HK(W)]°
has a solution if and only if the compatibility condition
FF
W
Oz, wP dVol=−F
“W
Of, wP ds, -w ¥HK(W) (5.94)
is satisfied (here the pairing in the right side should be interpreted in the
natural sense). Granted (5.94), the solution is unique and there holds
||u||Lp(W)+||du||Lp(W)+||du||Lp(W) [ C(||z||Lp(W)+||f||Yp(“W)). (5.95)
Moreover, there exists a ¥ {0, 1, ..., m} so that a solution u of (BVP20) can
be found in Lp(W, LaTM); i.e., u is a homogeneous form of degree a if and
only if the following conditions are satisfied:
z=a+b, a ¥Npa+1(d, W) 5 [Ha+1K (W)]°, b ¥Npa−1(d, W), (5.96)
f ¥Ypa−1(“W), d“f=−nKb, (5.97)
FF
W
Ob, wP dVol=−F
“W
Of, wP ds, -w ¥Ha−1K (W). (5.98)
In this latter case, (BVP20) becomes
(BVP20)a ˛u ¥ Lp(W, LaTM),du=a ¥Npa+1(d, W) 5 [Ha+1K (W)]°,du=b ¥Npa−1(d, W),
nKu=f ¥Ypa−1(“W),
u ¥ [HaK(W)]°.
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Finally, similar conclusions are valid for the Hodge–dual problem, i.e., for
(BVP21) ˛u, du, du ¥ Lp(W, G),(d+d) u=t ¥ Lp(W, G),
nNu=g ¥Xp(“W) :=Â
m
a=0
Xpa (“W),
u ¥ [HN(W)]°.
In this case, the corresponding compatibility condition reads
FF
W
Ot, wP dVol=F
“W
Og, wP ds, -w ¥HN(W). (5.99)
Proof. The solution is sought in the form
u :=u˜+w−PK(u˜+w), (5.100)
where, for some k ¥ C, purely imaginary, w is given by
w := C
0 [ a [ m
dSk, a[(−
1
2 I+Mk, a)
−1 fa] if f= C
0 [ a [ m
fa ¥Â
m
a=0
Ypa (“W),
(5.101)
and u˜ solves (BVP17) for the datum z˜ :=z−(d+d) w ¥ Lp(W, G), i.e.,
u˜=GDK (z˜), since one can check that z˜ ¥ [HK(W)]°. The estimate (5.95) is a
direct consequence of this construction. Uniqueness follows by the same
token as before, while the last part in the statement of the theorem
(regarding (BVP21)) is seenvia anapplicationof theHodge star isomorphism.
There remains for us to show that the existence of a solution in
Lp(W, LaTM) is equivalent to (5.96)–(5.98). The left-to-right implication is
clear. To see the opposite one, note that (5.98) and Theorem 5.4 ensure the
existence of w ¥ Lp(W, La−1TM) with dw, dw, ddw ¥ Lp(W) and so that
Daw=−b, nKw=0, nKdw=f. (5.102)
By subtracting dw matters are reduced to finding u ¥ Lp(W, LaTM) so that
du=a, du=bŒ :=b−ddw, nKu=0. (5.103)
Since dbŒ=db−d2dw=0 and nKbŒ=nKb+d“(nKdw)=0 by (5.97) and
(5.102), we see that bŒ ¥Npa−1(dK, W). Also, thanks to (5.98), we have
>>W ObŒ, wP=0 for any w ¥Ha−1K (W). At this stage, we need some simple
consequences of the Hodge decompositions which we shall prove in the
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next section (and which, in turn, are independent of the present theorem).
Specifically, we have
Npa−1(dK, W)=dD
p
a (dK, W) ÀHa−1K (W),
Npa+1(d, W) 5 [Ha+1K (W)]°=dDpa (d, W),
for the range of p’s we are currently considering. Thus, based on the
previous observations, we may conclude that, in fact, bŒ ¥ dDpa (dK, W) and
a ¥ dDpa (d, W).
Going further, we claim that the membership of a, bŒ to, respectively,
dDpa (d, W) and dD
p
a (dK, W) is equivalent to the existence of a ¥ Dpa+1(dK, W)
and b ¥ Dpa−1(d, W) with da ¥ Dpa (d, W), db ¥ Dpa (dK, W) and so that
a=dda, bŒ=ddb. Again, this follows easily from the Hodge decomposi-
tions proved in Section 6. Then, u :=da+db is an a-form which solves
(5.103). L
6. CONSTRUCTIVE Lp-HODGE DECOMPOSITIONS ON
LIPSCHITZ DOMAINS
The conventional wisdom is that the most complete form of the Hodge
decompositions can be achieved through the use of the corresponding
Green operators. Having done that in a constructive fashion and at the Lp
level, 2− e < p < 2+e, on arbitrary Lipschitz domains, we can now proceed
to develop a simple and unified approach to decompositions of forms
which retain the same basic features.
Theorem 6.1 (Hodge decompositions). Let W be an arbitrary Lipschitz
subdomain of M. Then there exists e=e(W) > 0 so that, for any 2− e < p <
2+e, and any a ¥ {0, 1, ..., m},
Lp(W, LaTM)=dDpa−1(dN, W) À dDpa+1(d, W) ÀHp, aN (W), (6.1)
Lp(W, LaTM)=dDpa−1(d, W) À dDpa+1(dK, W) ÀHp, aK (W), (6.2)
where the direct sums are topological. Furthermore, the decompositions
(6.1)–(6.2) are obtained in a constructive fashion (in the sense explained
below).
Proof. This is more or less an immediate consequence of the results in
the previous section. Specifically, if e > 0 is such that the results in Section 5
hold for 2− e < p < 2+e then, for this range of p’s, any u ¥ Lp(W, LaTM)
can be written in the form
u=da+db+c, a ¥ Dpa−1(dN, W), b ¥ Dpa+1(d, W), c ¥HaN(W),
(6.3)
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where
a :=dGaNu, b :=dG
a
Nu, c :=P
a
Nu. (6.4)
Note that, by Theorem 5.1,
||da||Lp(W)+||db||Lp(W)+||c||Lp(W) [ C(W, p) ||u||Lp(W) (6.5)
and that, given the constructive character of the Green operator GaN,
integral representation formulas are valid for a, b, c.
As far as (6.1) is concerned, there remains to establish the uniqueness of
the decomposition (6.3). To this end, we assume that u=0 and seek to
prove that da=0, db=0, and c=0. Let q be the conjugate exponent of p.
It follows that c ¥ Lq(W, LaTM) and, via integrations by parts,
0=FF
W
Oda+db+c, cP=FF
W
Oda, cP+FF
W
Odb, cP+FF
W
Oc, cP
=FF
W
Oc, cP. (6.6)
Thus, necessarily, c — 0 which also entails da+db=0. Going further,
consider an arbitrary form v ¥ Lq(W, LaTM) which, thanks to the existence
part in Lq, can be decomposed as
v=da+db+c, a ¥ Dqa−1(dN, W), b ¥ Dqa+1(d, W), c ¥HaN(W).
(6.7)
Now, using da=−db and integrating by parts we obtain
FF
W
Oda, vP=−FF
W
Odb, daP+FF
W
Oda, dbP+FF
W
Oda, cP=0. (6.8)
Since v was arbitrary this implies that da=0 and, further, db=0. This
shows that the sums in (6.1) are also direct.
That analogous conclusions apply to (6.2) is seen from what we have
proved up to this point plus an application of the Hodge star isomorphism
(alternatively, we may base our discussion on GaK). L
Remark. The counterexamples in [10] show that there are necessary
restrictions on the range of p’s for which (6.1)–(6.2) are valid in the class of
Lipschitz domains. For example, both decompositions may fail (even if the
metric tensor is constant and a=1) if p ¨ [32 , 3] in dimensions \ 3. The
optimal range of p’s for which (6.1)–(6.2) hold in arbitrary Lipschitz
domains remains an open problem at the moment but we conjecture that
Theorem 6.1 is sharp in its present form.
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As a corollary of the (proof of) Theorem 6.1 we have the following.
Theorem 6.2 (Helmholtz–Weyl decompositions). Under the same hypothesis
as in Theorem 6.1,
Lp(W, LaTM)=dDpa−1(d, W) ÀNpa (dK, W), (6.9)
Lp(W, LaTM)=Npa (dN, W) À dDpa+1(d, W), (6.10)
Lp(W, LaTM)=dDpa−1(dN, W) ÀNpa (d, W), (6.11)
Lp(W, LaTM)=Npa (d, W) À dDpa+1(dK, W), (6.12)
where the sums are direct and topological. Once again all decompositions are
obtained in a constructive fashion.
Remark. Following work in [10] in the flat Euclidean context, it has
been proved in [33] that (6.9) and (6.11) are valid for 3/2− e < p < 3+e if
a=1. Furthermore, as far as these decompositions are concerned, this
range is sharp in the class of Lipschitz domains. Note that, by Hodge
duality, the same results are valid for (6.10) and (6.12) if a=m−1.
Proof of Theorem 6.2. Let us prove, for example, (6.10). Granted (6.1),
it only suffices to show that
dDpa−1(dN, W) ÀHaN(W)=Npa (dN, W). (6.13)
The left-to-right inclusions are obvious. If u ¥Npa (dN, W) then (the proof
of) Theorem 6.1 gives
u=ddGaNu+ddG
a
Nu+P
a
Nu
=ddGaNu+dG
a+1
N (du)+P
a
Nu
=d(dGaNu)+P
a
Nu ¥ dDpa−1(dN, W) ÀHp, aN (W), (6.14)
where the second equality utilizes (the second identity in) (5.38). This
proves the opposite inclusion in (6.13) and, hence, finishes the proof of
(6.10). All the other decompositions are proved in a similar fashion. L
Theorem 6.3 (Hodge–Morrey decompositions). Under the same hypothesis
as before,
Lp(W, LaTM)=dDpa−1(dN, W) À dDpa+1(dK, W) ÀHa, p(W), (6.15)
where the sums are direct and topological. Furthermore, the decomposition
(6.15) is obtained in a constructive way.
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Proof. We only indicate the main step in the proof. The idea is to use
the Green operator Ga0 from Section 5 and write
u=d(dGa0u)+d(dG
d
0u)+pau (6.16)
for arbitrary u ¥ Lp(W, LaTM). With this at hand, (6.15) follows. L
Theorem 6.4 (Friedrichs decompositions). With the same hypotheses as
in Theorem 6.1,
Ha, p(W)=Ha, pN (W) À [Ha, p(W) 5 dDpa−1(d, W)], (6.17)
Ha, p(W)=Ha, pK (W) À [Ha, p(W) 5 dDpa+1(d, W)], (6.18)
where the sums are direct and topological. Moreover, both decompositions
can be done in a constructive fashion.
Proof. Let us deal with, e.g., (6.17). The right-to-left inclusion is
obvious. Now, if u ¥Ha, p(W) then, as in (6.14),
u=ddGaNu+ddG
a
Nu+P
a
Nu=P
a
Nu+ddG
a
Nu. (6.19)
Here we have used the fact that dGaNu=G
a+1
N du=0. Since, clearly, ddG
a
Nu ¥
Ha, p(W) 5 dDpa−1(d, W), it follows that u ¥Ha, pN (W) À [Ha, p(W) 5 dDpa−1
(d, W)] so that the left-to-right inclusion in (6.17) is valid as well. L
Theorem 6.5 (Hodge–Dirac decompositions). Under the same hypothesis
as in Theorem 6.1,
Lp 1W,Âp
a=0
LaTM2
=(d+d) 51Âm
a=0
Dpa (d, W)2 5 1Âm
a=0
Dpa (dK, W)26 À 1Âm
a=0
HaK(W)2
=(d+d) 51Âm
a=0
Dpa (dK, W)2 5 1Âm
a=0
Dpa (d, W)26 À 1Âm
a=0
HaN(W)2 ,
(6.20)
where the sums are direct and topological. Once again, these decompositions
can be done in a constructive way.
Proof. This follows from the existence of the Green operators GDN , G
D
K
from Section 5, by the same token as before. L
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We return to the Maxwell system one more time in order to discuss the
full Lp-Poisson problem.
Theorem 6.6. Let W be a Lipschitz domain. If k, e are as in Theorem 4.9
and 2− e < p < 2+e, then the Lp-Poisson problem for the Maxwell system
(BVP22)k, a ˛E ¥ Lp(W, LaTM), H ¥ Lp(W, La+1TM),dE−ikH=K ¥ Lp(W, La+1TM),
dH+ikE=J ¥ Lp(W, LaTM),
nNE=f ¥Xpa+1(“W)
has a unique solution. The solution satisfies
||E||Lp(W)+||H||Lp(W) [ C(||K||Lp(W)+||J||Lp(W)+||f||Xpa+1(“W)). (6.21)
Proof. Matters can be reduced to the case K=0, J=0 by reasoning as
in the proof of Proposition 4.4. Note that, in this step, use is made of the
Lp-Hodge decompositions (6.1)–(6.2). At this point, Theorem 4.9 can be
used to conclude the proof. L
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